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BIOGRAPhy / AMERICAN hISTORy

Franklin d. Roosevelt
Road to the New Deal, 1882–1939
RogeR daNIelS

Reappraising the rise of a political titan and his 
impact on the country he remade

“An unparalleled portrait. Written with verve, refreshingly free of 
jargon, and deftly weaving acute analysis into clear narrative, it 
manages both to tell the remarkable story of the most influential 
president since Lincoln while conducting an ongoing conversation 
with historians and biographers who have come before.” 
—Max Paul Friedman, author of Rethinking Anti-Americanism: 
The History of an Exceptional Concept in American Foreign Rela-
tions

Franklin D. Roosevelt, consensus choice as one of three great 
presidents, led the American people through the two major crises 
of modern times. This volume analyzes that leadership in combat-
ing the Great Depression; its successor explains how FDR became 
the leader of the Free World as well. 

The first volume of an epic two-part biography, Franklin D.  
Roosevelt: Road to the New Deal, 1882–1939 presents FDR from  
a privileged Hyde Park childhood through his Depression-era  
presidency to the ominous buildup to global war. Roger Daniels  
revisits the sources and closely examines Roosevelt’s own words 
and deeds to create a twenty-first-century analysis of how Roosevelt 
forged the modern presidency. Daniels’s rigorous studies yields 
new insights into the expansion of Roosevelt’s economic views;
FDR’s steady mastery of the complexities of federal administrative 
practices and possibilities; the ways the press and presidential 
handlers treated questions surrounding his health; and his genius 
for channeling the lessons learned from scholars and experts into 
bold political action.

RogeR daNIelS is the Charles Phelps Taft Professor Emeritus of 

history at the University of Cincinnati. his many books include 

Prisoners without Trial: Japanese Americans in World War II.

ocToBeR

560 PAGES. 6.125 x 9.25 INChES

20 BLACK & whITE PhOTOGRAPhS

hARDCOvER, 978-0-252-03951-5. $34.95  £22.99

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09762-1.

alSo oF INTeReST
The civil war diary of gideon welles, lincoln’s Secretary 
of the Navy
The Original Manuscript Edition
GIDEON wELLES

Edited by William E. Gienapp and Erica L. Gienapp

Foreword by James M. McPherson

hardcover, 978-0-252-03852-5. $45.00s  £29.00

Ebook, 978-0-252-09643-3.

king
A Biography
Third Edition
DAvID LEvERING LEwIS

With a new preface

Paper, 978-0-252-07909-2. $25.00s  £15.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09478-1.

http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/68gbm5fh9780252039515.html
http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/86tsq3hf9780252038525.html
http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/87rmd4cm9780252079092.html
http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/68gbm5fh9780252039515.html
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SPORTS

team chemistry
The History of Drugs and Alcohol in 
Major League Baseball
NaThaN MIchael coRzINe

the hard realities of a game as american as 
red juice, white lines, and Vida blue

“There are other books that 
cover specific scandals, such 
as BALCO, but none that 
dig as deeply into the history 
of the relationship between 
baseball and drugs.” 
—Mitchell Nathanson, 
author of A People’s History 
of Baseball

In 2007, the Mitchell Report 
shocked traditionalists who 
were appalled that drugs had 
corrupted the “pure” game 
of baseball. But Nathan Michael Corzine reveals a game 
splashed with spilled whiskey and tobacco stains from the 
day the first pitch was thrown. Indeed, throughout baseball 
history, stars and scrubs alike partook of a pharmacopoeia 
that helped them stay on the field and cope off of it:

• Players returning from World War II mainstreamed 
the use of the amphetamines they had used as service-
men.

• Sandy Koufax needed codeine and an anti-inflamma-
tory used on horses to pitch through his late-career 
elbow woes.

• Vida Blue invited teammates to cocaine parties, and 
Tim Raines used the drug to stay awake on the bench.

Corzine also ventures outside the lines to show how au-
thorities handled—or failed to handle—drug and alcohol 
problems, and how those problems both shaped and 
scarred the game. The result is an eye-opening look at what 
baseball’s relationship with substances legal and otherwise 
tells us about culture, society, and masculinity in America.

NaThaN MIchael coRzINe is an instructor in history at 

Coastal Carolina Community College.

A volume in the series Sport and Society

FeBRUaRy

240 PAGES. 6 x 9 INChES

hARDCOvER, 978-0-252-03979-9. $95.00x  £62.00

PAPER, 978-0-252-08133-0. $19.95s  £12.99

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09789-8.

changing the Playbook
How Power, Profit, and Politics 
Transformed College Sports
howaRd P. chUdacoFF

turning points in the history of college athletics 
since 1950

“Changing the Playbook is a 
timely, thoughtful, persuasive 
book, a welcome addition to 
the scholarship on big-time 
intercollegiate athletics.” 
—Daniel A. Nathan, President, 
North American Society for 
Sport History

In Changing the Playbook, 
Howard P. Chudacoff delves 
into the background and what-
ifs surrounding seven defining 
moments that transformed col-
lege sports. These changes involved fundamental issues—
race and gender, profit and power—that reflected societal 
tensions and, in many cases, remain pertinent today:

• the failed 1950 effort to pass a Sanity Code regulating 
payments to football players;

• the thorny racial integration of university sports  
programs;

• the boom in television money;

• the 1984 Supreme Court decision that settled who 
could control skyrocketing media revenues;

• Title IX’s transformation of women’s athletics;

• the ongoing controversy over paying student athletes.

A thought-provoking journey into the whos and whys of col-
lege sports history, Changing the Playbook reveals how the 
turning points of yesterday and today will impact tomorrow.

howaRd P. chUdacoFF is George L. Littlefield Professor of 

American history and Professor of Urban Studies at Brown 

University and a faculty representative to the NCAA. his 

books include Children at Play: An American History.

A volume in the series Sport and Society

deceMBeR

224 PAGES. 6 x 9 INChES

hARDCOvER, 978-0-252-03978-2. $95.00x  £62.00

PAPER, 978-0-252-08132-3. $22.00s  £13.99

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09788-1.

http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/64pxr2kp9780252039799.html
http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/96kfs2rb9780252039782.html
http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/64pxr2kp9780252039799.html
http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/96kfs2rb9780252039782.html
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alSo oF INTeReST
keepers of the Flame
NFL Films and the Rise of Sports Media
TRAvIS vOGAN

Paper, 978-0-252-07991-7. $25.00s  £15.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09627-3.

NFl Football
A history of America’s New National Pastime
RIChARD C. CREPEAU

Paper, 978-0-252-08020-3. $19.95  £12.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09653-2.

eSPn
The Making of a Sports Media Empire
TRavIS vogaN

how the worldwide leader turned X’s and o’s into 
billions of $$$

“This smart, lively examination of ESPN’s place in American 
culture and how it continues to consciously work its way in is a 
trove of research, insight, and fascinating stories.” 
—Robert Lipsyte, New York Times columnist and author of  
An Accidental Sportswriter

Once a shoestring operation built on plywood sets and Australian 
rules football, ESPN has evolved into a media colossus. Its genius 
for cross-promotion and a near-mystical rapport with its viewers 
empower the network to set agendas and create superstars, to cu-
rate sports history even as it mainstreams the latest cultural trends.

Travis Vogan teams archival research and interviews with an 
all-star cast to pen an ambitious inside look at ESPN and its 
times. Vogan focuses on the network since 1998, the year it 
launched a high-motor effort to craft its brand and grow audi-
ences across media platforms. As he shows, innovative properties 
like SportsCentury, ESPN The Magazine, and 30 for 30 built 
the network’s cultural caché. This credibility, in turn, propelled 
ESPN’s transformation into an entity that lapped its run-of-the-
mill competitors and helped fulfill its self-proclaimed status as the 
“Worldwide Leader in Sports.”

Ambitious and long overdue, ESPN: The Making of a Sports 
Media Empire offers an inside look at how the network changed 
an industry and reshaped the very way we live as sports fans.

TRavIS vogaN is an assistant professor of journalism and mass 

communication and American studies at the University of Iowa. he 

is the author of Keepers of the Flame: NFL Films and the Rise of 

Sports Media.

ocToBeR

288 PAGES. 6 x 9 INChES

25 BLACK & whITE PhOTOGRAPhS

hARDCOvER (UNJACKETED), 978-0-252-03976-8. $95.00x  £62.00

PAPER, 978-0-252-08122-4. $19.95  £12.99

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09786-7.

http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/65gtw7be9780252039768.html
http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/52fwf9ff9780252038389.html
http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/45sms4pg9780252032899.html
http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/65gtw7be9780252039768.html
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alSo oF INTeReST
Five lives in Music
women Performers, Composers, and Impresarios from the  
Baroque to the Present

CECELIA hOPKINS PORTER

Paper, 978-0-252-08009-8. $28.00s  £17.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09413-2.

george Szell
A Life of Music
MIChAEL ChARRy

Paper, 978-0-252-08003-6. $25.00s  £15.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09310-4.

the Magic of beverly Sills
NaNcy gUy

how an alchemy of art, magnetism, community, and 
emotion produced an american icon

“Beverly Sills came along at the perfect moment, quenching 
the public’s thirst for a bona fide STAR. Now this book comes 
along at the perfect moment to quench this generation’s thirst for 
insight into what made her shine so radiantly.” 
—Joyce DiDonato

A superb coloratura soprano and down-to-earth personality trans-
formed opera singer Beverly Sills into an unlikely pop culture 
phenomenon. Seemingly as at home on talk shows as on the 
stage, Sills personified high art for millions of Americans from 
the time of her meteoric rise to stardom in 1966 until her death 
in 2007.

Merging archival research with her own love of Sills’s music, 
Nancy Guy examines the singer-actress’s artistry alongside the 
ineffable aspects of performance that earned Sills a passionate 
fandom. Guy mines the memories of colleagues, critics, and afi-
cionados to recover something of the spell Sills wove for people 
on both sides of the footlights during the hot moment of onstage 
performance. At the same time, she analyzes essential questions 
raised by Sills’s art and celebrity. How did Sills challenge the 
divide between elite and mass culture? What allowed her to find 
fans across socioeconomic lines? Above all, how did Sills cap-
ture the unnameable magic that joins the members of an audience 
to a performer—and to one another?

NaNcy gUy is an associate professor of music at the University 

of California, San Diego. She is the author of Peking Opera and 

Politics in Taiwan.

A volume in the series Music in American Life

ocToBeR

256 PAGES. 6.125 x 9.25 INChES

25 BLACK & whITE PhOTOGRAPhS

hARDCOvER, 978-0-252-03973-7. $29.95s  £19.99

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09783-6.

Publication of this book was supported by a grant from the Henry and  
Edna Binkele Classical Music Fund.

http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/49hfs8ye9780252039737.html
http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/49hfs8ye9780252039737.html
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MUSIC / BIOGRAPhy

alSo oF INTeReST
cafe Society
The wrong place for the Right people
BARNEy JOSEPhSON wITh TERRy TRILLING-JOSEPhSON

Foreword by Dan Morgenstern

hardcover, 978-0-252-03413-8. $33.95  £21.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09583-2.

The Mormon Tabernacle choir
A Biography
MIChAEL hICKS

hardcover, 978-0-252-03908-9. $29.95  £19.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09706-5.

the Man that got away
The Life and Songs of Harold Arlen
walTeR RIMleR

Following the master songsmith along the  
great white way and the Yellow brick Road

“One of the most entertaining and readable portraits of the 
wizard Arlen—one of songdom’s greatest composers—that 
has ever been written. This book does a remarkable thing—it 
allows words to describe music.” 
—Martin Charnin, Tony Award–winning creator and director 
of Annie

“Over the Rainbow,” “Stormy Weather,” and “One for My 
Baby” are just a few of Harold Arlen’s well-loved composi-
tions. Yet his name is hardly known—except to the musicians 
who venerate him. At a gathering of songwriters George 
Gershwin called him the “best of us.” Irving Berlin agreed. 
Paul McCartney sent him a fan letter and became his publisher. 
Bob Dylan wrote of his fascination with Arlen’s “bittersweet, 
lonely world.”

A cantor’s son, Arlen believed his music was from a place 
outside himself, a place that also sent tragedy. When his wife 
became mentally ill and was institutionalized he turned to 
alcohol. It nearly killed him. But the beautiful songs kept com-
ing: “Blues in the Night,” “My Shining Hour,” “Come Rain or 
Come Shine,” and “The Man That Got Away.”

Walter Rimler drew on interviews with friends and associates 
of Arlen and on newly available archives to write this intimate 
portrait of a genius whose work is a pillar of the Great Ameri-
can Songbook.

walTeR RIMleR is the author of George Gershwin: An Intimate 

Portrait and A Cole Porter Discography.

A volume in the series Music in American Life

SePTeMBeR

248 PAGES. 6 x 9 INChES

34 BLACK & whITE PhOTOGRAPhS

hARDCOvER, 978-0-252-03946-1. $29.95s  £19.99

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09757-7.

http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/63kmx5fz9780252039461.html
http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/37mcq3cr9780252034138.html
http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/87gqn2ge9780252039089.html
http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/63kmx5fz9780252039461.html
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NEw iN PAPERBACk

george gershwin
An Intimate Portrait
walTeR RIMleR

the dramatic story of a legendary american 
composer

“For those of us interested 
less in the technical details 
of Gershwin’s music and 
its performance than in the 
comet called George Gersh-
win that blazed briefly across 
American skies, Mr. Rimler 
is the astronomer of choice.” 
—Wall Street Journal

From a scrappy childhood 
on the streets of New York 
to triumphs on Broadway 
and in Carnegie Hall, Gershwin lived with tenacity and 
at a breakneck pace. Yet he couldn’t find a musical or a 
domestic home, and when he died tragically at the age of 
thirty-eight he was both celebrated and under-appreciat-
ed, loved but alone.

Walter Rimler’s acclaimed biography brings Gershwin 
to life as a man and artist: struggling for validation from 
elitist critics; in love with a married woman and rest-
lessly involved with many others; and triumphant as the 
creator of works from Rhapsody in Blue to Porgy and 
Bess. Insightful and compassionate, George Gershwin 
is the story of the genius behind some of the twentieth 
century’s essential music.

walTeR RIMleR is the author of A Gershwin Compan-

ion and The Man That Got Away: The Life and Songs of 

Harold Arlen.

A volume in the series Music in American Life

aUgUST

240 PAGES. 6.125 x 9.25 INChES

33 BLACK & whITE PhOTOGRAPhS

PAPER, 978-0-252-08129-3. $19.95  £12.99

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09369-2.

NEw iN PAPERBACk

woody guthrie,  
american Radical
wIll kaUFMaN

the folk singer’s forgotten stance as a  
political agitator

“Fascinating.” 
—MOJO

The U.S. government has 
honored Woody Guthrie on 
a postage stamp. Americans 
coast to coast consider his song 
“This Land Is Your Land” a 
second national anthem. This 
despite the fact that, from the 
Great Depression to the Civil 
Rights Movement, he tirelessly 
agitated for radical left-wing 
causes.

Utilizing letters, song lyrics, essays, personal reflections, 
photos, and manuscripts, Will Kaufman reclaims the forgot-
ten Guthrie: a canny political strategist, fitful thinker, and 
cultural front activist eclipsed against his will by the public’s 
romantic celebration of the “Dust Bowl Troubadour.” 
Kaufman examines the singer-songwriter’s role in the devel-
opment of a workers’ culture in the context of radical activ-
ism spearheaded by the Communist Party of the USA, the 
Popular Front, and the Congress of Industrial Organizations. 
He also establishes Guthrie’s significance in the perpetuation 
of cultural front objectives into the era of the “New Left”—
and beyond—through his influence on the American and 
international protest song movement.

A portion of the royalties from the sales of this book will be 
donated to the woody Guthrie Foundation.

wIll kaUFMaN is a professor of American literature and 

culture at the University of Central Lancashire and the author 

of American Culture in the 1970s. he works as a professional 

musician and has performed hundreds of musical presenta-

tions on woody Guthrie at universities, festivals, and folk 

clubs throughout Europe and the United States.

A volume in the series Music in American Life

aUgUST

304 PAGES. 6 x 9 INChES

21 BLACK & whITE PhOTOGRAPhS

PAPER, 978-0-252-07798-2. $19.95  £12.99

http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/95rks8yb9780252034442.html
http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/65gpr5rm9780252036026.html
http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/95rks8yb9780252034442.html
http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/65gpr5rm9780252036026.html
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alSo oF INTeReST
Pioneers of the Blues Revival
STEvE CUShING

Introduction by Barry Lee Pearson

hardcover, 978-0-252-03833-4. $75.00x  £49.00

Ebook, 978-0-252-09620-4.

Blues all day long
The Jimmy Rogers Story
wAyNE EvERETT GOINS

Foreword by Kim Wilson

Paper, 978-0-252-08017-3. $29.00s  £18.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09649-5.

blues unlimited
Essential Interviews from the  
Original Blues Magazine
edITed By BIll gReeNSMITh, MIke Rowe, 
aNd MaRk caMaRIgg

Foreword by Tony Russell

the history of the blues from the musicians who 
lived it

“The obvious commitment to tradition, to getting the story right, 
reporting it accurately, and providing an unstinting platform for 
the voices of the human beings that created this musical tradition, 
shows through time and again, with candor and clarity.” 
—Steven C. Tracy, author of Hot Music, Ragmentation, and the 
Bluing of American Literature

In 1963, the launch of the magazine Blues Unlimited helped 
fuel the then-nascent, now-legendary blues revival of the time. 
Conducted by Bill Greensmith, Mike Leadbitter, Mike Rowe, 
John Broven, and others, and covering a who’s who of blues 
masters, these essential interviews from twenty-five years of 
Blues Unlimited shed light on their subjects while gleaning color-
ful detail from the rough and tumble of blues history. Here is an 
eyewitness account of the blues written in neon lights and tears, 
an American epic of struggle and transcendence, of Saturday 
night triumphs and Sunday morning obscurity, of clean picking 
and dirty deals.

Featuring interviews with Fontella Bass, Ralph Bass, Fred 
Below, Juke Boy Bonner, Roy Brown, Albert Collins, James Cot-
ton, Arthur “Big Boy” Crudup, Joe Dean, Henry Glover, L. C. 
Green, Dr. Hepcat, Red Holloway, Louise Johnson, Floyd Jones, 
Moody Jones, Freddie King, Big Maceo Merriweather, Walter 
Mitchell, Louis Myers, Johnny Otis, Snooky Pryor, Sparks 
Brothers, Jimmy Thomas, Jimmy Walker, and Baby Boy Warren.

BIll gReeNSMITh is a photographer from England now living in 

St. Louis; producer of CDs for Red Lightnin’, Ace, and Rhino Re-

cords and consultant for numerous record companies; former co-

editor of Blues Unlimited (1974–87); and former host of a weekly 

blues radio program on KDhx, St. Louis (1989–94). MIke Rowe 

is a longtime blues broadcaster, reviewer, writer, and compiler, 

and the author of Chicago Blues. MaRk caMaRIgg is publications 

manager and former assistant editor for Living Blues Magazine 

and chairs the Center for the Study of Southern Culture’s annual 

Blues Symposium at the University of Mississippi.

A volume in the series Music in American Life

SePTeMBeR

456 PAGES. 7 x 10 INChES

80 BLACK & whITE PhOTOGRAPhS

hARDCOvER, 978-0-252-03941-6. $95.00x  £62.00

PAPER, 978-0-252-08099-9. $35.00s  £22.99

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09750-8

http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/83cyk7wd9780252039416.html
http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/25pzt3np9780252038334.html
http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/64kkb4wd9780252038570.html
http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/catalog/83cyk7wd9780252039416.html
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twentieth century drifter
The Life of Marty Robbins
dIaNe dIekMaN

From Rosa’s cantina to daytona Speedway, 
the restless life of an american original

“Diekman propels the nar-
rative with impressive detail 
and energy, leaving the reader 
with an impression that can 
only echo the admiration and 
respect of those who knew 
him.” 
—Austin Chronicle

The first biography of Marty 
Robbins, Twentieth Century 
Drifter tells the story of the 
country and western legend 
who scored sixteen number- 
one hits, won two Grammy Awards, and gave the world 
the immortal story song “El Paso.”

Diane Diekman draws from personal interviews and in-
depth research to probe Robbins’ self-image as a drifter 
forever in search of fulfillment and inner peace. Robbins 
transcended shyness and a nomadic childhood darkened 
by poverty and abuse to take the stage. Cultivating a 
magnetic stage presence, he established himself as an 
entertainer and songwriter, and later crossed over to mo-
tor sports success as a popular NASCAR driver. Yet, as 
Diekman shows, even fame and fortune failed to quell an 
implacable yearning for more.

dIaNe dIekMaN is a retired U.S. Navy captain and author 

of Live Fast, Love Hard: The Faron Young Story and Navy 

Greenshirt: A Leader Made, Not Born.

A volume in the series Music in American Life

aUgUST

320 PAGES. 6 x 9 INChES

25 BLACK & whITE PhOTOGRAPhS

PAPER, 978-0-252-08125-5. $19.95  £12.99

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09420-0.

NEw iN PAPERBACk

henry Mancini
Reinventing Film Music
JohN caPS

wit, sophistication, and the joy of sax in the 
career of a pop culture legend

“Accessible and engaging, this 
fresh view of Mancini’s oeuvre 
and influence will delight and 
inform fans of film and popular 
music.” 
—Turner Classic Movies

Composer Henry Mancini 
shaped a new soundscape for 
films and television. From 
dynamic jazz for the detective 
show Peter Gunn to his sly 
theme for The Pink Panther, 
Mancini not only captured the 
confident, welcoming voice of an emerging middle class 
in the 1960s, but also continued to evolve alongside their 
changing tastes, even into the 1990s. John Caps tells an 
engaging, star-studded tale of Mancini’s collaborations with 
major directors showing, film by film, how the composer 
transformed music once considered incidental into a vibrant 
and beloved pop cultural force.

JohN caPS served as producer, writer, and host for four sea-

sons of the National Public Radio syndicated series  

The Cinema Soundtrack.

A volume in the series Music in American Life

aUgUST

312 PAGES. 6.125 x 9.25 INChES

27 BLACK & whITE PhOTOGRAPhS

PAPER, 978-0-252-08124-8. $19.95s  £12.99

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09384-5.
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cybersonic arts
Adventures in American New Music
goRdoN MUMMa

Edited with Commentary by Michelle Fillion
Foreword by Christian Wolff

a candid account of a broad artistic community 
by an active participant and observer

“The reader is repeatedly 
struck by the genuineness of 
Mumma’s writing; whether 
in passages from his diary or 
accounts of now-significant 
events, he writes with the 
authority of one who was  
actually there.” 
—Bob Gilmore, editor of 
Maximum Clarity and Other 
writings on Music

Composer, performer, 
instrument-builder, teacher, 
and writer Gordon Mumma has left an indelible mark on 
the American contemporary music scene. 

Musicologist Michelle Fillion curates a collection of Mumma’s 
writings, presenting revised versions of his classic pieces as well 
as many unpublished works from every stage of his career. Here, 
through words and astonishing photos, is Mumma’s chronicle of 
seminal events in the musical world of the twentieth century: his 
cofounding of the Cooperative Studio for Electronic Music; his 
role in organizing the historic ONCE Festivals of Contemporary 
Music; and his work alongside John Cage and David Tudor as a 
composer-musician with the Merce Cunningham Dance Com-
pany In addition, Mumma describes collaborations with artists 
ranging from Robert Ashley to Marcel Duchamp.

goRdoN MUMMa worked for twenty years as a professor 

of music at the University of California. In 2000, he received 

the John Cage Award from the Foundation for Contem-

porary Arts. his wife MIchelle FIllIoN is a professor of 

musicology at the University of victoria, British Columbia, 

and the author of Difficult Rhythm: Music and the Word in 

E. M. Forster.

A volume in the series Music in American Life

SePTeMBeR

296 PAGES. 6 x 9 INChES

46 BLACK & whITE PhOTOGRAPhS, 12 MUSIC ExAMPLES,  

5 TABLES

hARDCOvER, 978-0-252-03943-0. $95.00x  £62.00

PAPER, 978-0-252-08101-9. $35.00s  £22.99

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09754-6.

grasnick 5
Beethoven’s Pocket Sketchbook for 
the Agnus Dei of the Missa solemnis, 
Opus 123
TRaNScRIBed, edITed, aNd wITh a 
coMMeNTaRy By PaTRIzIa MeTzleR 
aNd FRed STolTzFUS

a facsimile edition detailing beethoven’s 
struggle to complete a defining work

“Building upon two generations of scholarship on what 
Beethoven referred to as ‘my greatest work,’ Metzler and 
Stoltzfus have made a meticulous study of the sketches for 
the Agnus Dei from the Missa solemnis from late 1820 and 
early 1821. Their Grasnick 5 beautifully complements the 
recent editions of the composer’s two main desk sketch-
books from these years.” 
—William B. Drabkin, editor of Ludwig van Beethoven:  
A Sketchbook of 1822 (Artaria 201)

Long neglected in scholarship, the so-called Grasnick 5 
documents reveal Beethoven working out concepts and ideas, 
offering fascinating insights into his creative method. This 
critical edition, the third in the Beethoven Sketchbook Series, 
offers a facsimile and transcription of the contents of the 
stitched pocket sketchbook started by the fifty-year-old master 
during the summer of 1820. At the time, Beethoven labored 
over the Missa solemnis, Opus 123. The sketchbook’s pages 
yield the entire record of his early ideas on the Agnus Dei of 
that work as well as a sketch for part of the Benedictus.

Patrizia Metzler and Fred Stoltzfus decipher the quirks of 
the composer’s workshopping—the infamous penmanship, 
multiple generations of pencil and ink marks, and omitted 
notation—and wrestle with the legibility issues inherent in 
the task of dealing with aged documents. Their commentary 
completes a fruitful scholarly journey and provides context 
for experts, musicians, and anyone else interested in this 
fraught period of Beethoven’s creative life.

PaTRIzIa MeTzleR earned a doctorate in choral conducting 

at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) and is 

artistic director of the Bach Collegium Paris. FRed STolTzFUS 

is a professor emeritus of music at UIUC. he edited Franz  

Joseph’s Stabat Mater and is a recipient of the Noah Greenberg 

Award from the American Musicological Society.

A volume in the Beethoven Sketchbook Series

FeBRUaRy

128 PAGES. 14 x 10 INChES

78 COLOR PhOTOGRAPhS, 8 BLACK & whITE PhOTOGRAPhS,   

8 MUSIC ExAMPLES, 1 TABLE.

hARDCOvER (UNJACKETED), 978-0-252-03970-6. $95.00x  £62.00
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POETRy / FRENCh LITERATURE

alSo oF INTeReST
The complete Fables of Jean de la Fontaine
JEAN DE LA FONTAINE

Translated by Norman R. Shapiro.  
Introduction by John Hollander.  
Illustrations by David Schorr

Paper, 978-0-252-07381-6. $30.00x  £19.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09167-4.

Fifty More Fables of la Fontaine
JEAN DE LA FONTAINE

Translated by Norman R. Shapiro. 

Illustrations by by David Schorr

Paper, 978-0-252-06650-4. $31.00x  £19.99

Fe-lines
French Cat Poems through the Ages
collecTed aNd TRaNSlaTed wITh aN 
INTRodUcTIoN By NoRMaN R. ShaPIRo

Illustrated by Olga Pastuchiv

Purring the praises of the tiger’s household kin

“Shapiro, at his artistic apogee, created an English masterpiece 
in his Selected Lyrics of Théophile Gautier. But now with his 
Fe-Lines, he has invented a new genre, as T. S. Eliot did with 
Old Possum’s Book of Practical Cats. The world is his pen. Who 
knows where the next Everest awaits him?” 
—Willis Barnstone, author of Moonbook and Sunbook

The French have long had a love affair with the cat, expressed 
through centuries of poetry portraying the animal’s wit and 
wonder.

Norman R. Shapiro lionizes the feline’s limitless allure in this 
one-of-a-kind collection. Spanning centuries and styles, he draws 
on she-cats and toms, and an honor roll of French poets, well 
known and lesser known, who have served as their devoted cham-
pions. He reveals the remarkable range of French cat poems, with 
most works presented here for the first time in English translation. 
Scrupulously devoted to evoking the meaning and music of the 
originals, Shapiro also respects the works’ formal structures. Pair-
ing his translations with Olga Pastuchiv’s elegant illustrations, 
Fe-Lines guides the reader through the marvels and inscrutabili-
ties of the Mystique féline.

NoRMaN R. ShaPIRo, translator of French poetry and theater, is 

Distinguished Professor of Literary Translation at wesleyan Univer-

sity. As Officier de l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres de la République 

Française and member of the Academy of American Poets, he has 

published numerous award-winning collections, including  

The Complete Fables of Jean de La Fontaine. olga PaSTUchIv’s 

art enlivens a number of volumes, among them her children’s 

picture book Minas and the Fish.

ocToBeR

352 PAGES. 6.125 x 9.25 INChES

25 LINE DRAwINGS

hARDCOvER (UNJACKETED), 978-0-252-03958-4. $95.00x  £62.00

PAPER, 978-0-252-08109-5. $24.95  £15.99

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09767-6.
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LINCOLN STUDIES / AMERICAN hISTORy

alSo oF INTeReST
The lincoln-douglas debates
The Lincoln Studies Center Edition
EDITED By RODNEy O. DAvIS AND DOUGLAS L. wILSON

Paper, 978-0-252-07992-4. $20.00s  £12.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09695-2.

herndon’s Informants
Letters, Interviews, and Statements about Abraham Lincoln
EDITED By DOUGLAS L. wILSON AND RODNEy O. DAvIS

With the assistance of Terry Wilson

hardcover, 978-0-252-02328-6. $57.00s  £37.00

herndon on lincoln 
Letters
wIllIaM h. heRNdoN, edITed By  
doUglaS l. wIlSoN aNd RodNey o. davIS

the definitive edition of one of the most  
important collections of primary source materials on 
abraham lincoln

“A major scholarly achievement that will be of great value to  
Lincoln biographers and scholars.” 
—James M. McPherson, author of War on the Waters: The Union 
and Confederate Navies, 1861–1865

After Abraham Lincoln’s assassination, William H. Herndon, his 
former law partner, began exhaustive research on what became “the 
most influential biography of Lincoln ever published.” Herndon, 
determined to learn all he could about his subject, initiated an 
extensive correspondence with people who had known the late 
president. In Herndon on Lincoln: Letters, Douglas L. Wilson  
and Rodney O. Davis collect the fruits of those exchanges. This 
invaluable resource offers the story of Lincoln’s life and career 
as a lawyer, Republican Party founder, and candidate for office, 
rendered in Herndon’s own authoritative and distinctive voice. A 
trove of primary source material, Herndon on Lincoln: Letters is a 
must for libraries, research institutions, and scholars of a towering 
American figure and his times.

doUglaS l. wIlSoN and RodNey o. davIS are codirectors of the 

Lincoln Studies Center at Knox College, in Galesburg, Illinois, 

and the coeditors of Herndon’s Lincoln and The Lincoln-Douglas 

Debates.

A volume in the series The Knox College Lincoln Studies Center

FeBRUaRy

392 PAGES. 6 x 9 INChES

1 BLACK & whITE PhOTOGRAPh

hARDCOvER, 978-0-252-03981-2. $35.00s  £22.99

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09792-8.
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MILITARy hISTORy / AFRICAN STUDIES

alSo oF INTeReST
Behind the gas Mask
The U.S. Chemical warfare Service in war and Peace
ThOMAS I. FAITh

Paper, 978-0-252-08026-5. $25.00s  £15.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09662-4.

demilitarization in the contemporary world 
EDITED By PETER N. STEARNS

hardcover, 978-0-252-03789-4. $55.00x  £36.00

Ebook, 978-0-252-09515-3.

an imperfect occupation
Enduring the South African War
JohN BoJe

everyday life under martial law during the  
anglo-boer war

“Boje’s examination of the Winburg district provides an excel-
lent case study of life in the Orange Free State during the South 
African War.” 
—Stephen M. Miller, University of Maine

The South African War (1899–1902), also called the Boer War and 
Anglo-Boer War, began as a conventional conflict. It escalated into 
a savage irregular war fought between the two Boer republics and a 
British imperial force that adopted a scorched-earth policy and used 
concentration camps to break the will of Afrikaner patriots and 
Boer guerrillas.

In An imperfect Occupation, John Boje delves into the agonizing  
choices faced by Winburg district residents during the British oc-
cupation. Afrikaner men fought or evaded combat or collaborated; 
Afrikaner women fled over the veld or submitted to life in the  
camps; and black Africans weighed the life or death consequenc-
es of taking sides. Boje’s compassionate analysis showcases the 
motives, actions, and reactions of Boers and Africans alike as  
initial British accommodation gave way to ruthlessness. Chal-
lenging notions of Boer unity and homogeneity, Boje illustrates 
the precarious tightrope of resistance, neutrality, and collaboration 
walked by people on all sides. He also reveals how the repercus-
sions of the war’s transformative effect on Afrikaner identity plays 
out in today’s South Africa.

JohN BoJe spent thirty-eight years in the service of St Alban’s 

College in Pretoria, South Africa. his four grandparents lived in the 

winburg district, and their varied experiences of the war were typi-

cal of those recorded here.

A volume in the series The History of Military Occupation

ocToBeR

248 PAGES. 6 x 9 INChES

13 BLACK & whITE PhOTOGRAPhS, 1 MAP, 3 TABLES

hARDCOvER, 978-0-252-03956-0. $40.00s  £25.99

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09765-2.
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MILITARy hISTORy / EUROPEAN hISTORy

Mussolini’s army in the  
French Riviera
Italy’s Occupation of France
eMaNUele SIca

a vivid tableau of how occupiers and the occupied 
clashed and collaborated during world war ii

“Emanuele Sica offers a nuanced perspective on the Italian oc-
cupation of France based on solid research from both French 
and Italian archives, shedding light on the complex triangular 
relationship between the French, Italians, and Germans at war.” 
—Shannon Fogg, author of The Politics of Everyday Life in 
Vichy France: Foreigners, Undesirables, and Strangers

In contrast to its brutal seizure of the Balkans, the Italian Army’s 
relatively mild 1940–1943 occupation of the French Riviera and 
nearby alpine regions bred the myth of the Italian brava gente, or 
good fellow, an agreeable occupier who abstained from the sav-
age wartime behaviors so common across Europe.

Employing a multi-tiered approach, Emanuele Sica examines the 
simultaneously conflicting and symbiotic relationship between 
the French population and Italian soldiers. At the grassroots level, 
Sica asserts that the cultural proximity between the soldiers and 
the local population, one-quarter of which was Italian, smoothed 
the sharp angles of miscommunication and cultural faux pas at 
a time of great uncertainty. At the same time, it encouraged a 
laxness in discipline that manifested as fraternization and black 
marketeering. Sica’s examination of political tensions highlights 
how French prefects and mayors fought to keep the tatters of sov-
ereignty in the face of military occupation. In addition, he reveals 
the tense relationship between Fascist civilian authorities eager to 
fulfill imperial dreams of annexation and army leaders desperate 
to prevent any action that might provoke French insurrection.

eMaNUele SIca is professor of history at the Royal Military  

College of Canada.

A volume in the series The History of Military Occupation

JaNUaRy

288 PAGES. 6 x 9 INChES

20 BLACK & whITE PhOTOGRAPhS

hARDCOvER, 978-0-252-03985-0. $40.00s  £25.99

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09796-6.

ANNOUNCING A NEW SERIES

the history of Military 
occupation
JohN laBaNd aNd IaN F. w. 
BeckeTT, SeRIeS edIToRS

Any military occupation, or even the presence 
of a garrison on home soil, involves issues of 
power, law, and the use of force; collaboration 
and resistance (political and/or armed); ideologi-
cal differences; social and sexual relations; and 
economic interactions. This series probes the 
complex relationship between soldiers and civil-
ians in these various arenas. Upcoming titles will 
include studies on the multinational occupation 
of Beijing following the Boxer Rebellion and the 
British Army of the Rhine’s impact on German-
British relations during the early Cold War.
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FILM / wOMEN’S STUDIES FILM

agnès Varda
kelley coNway

considering one of the world’s most exuberant 
and intriguing directors

“Let’s celebrate the many dimensions of Agnès Varda as 
one of the greatest artists working today. Conway succeeds 
in capturing her curiosity, ingenuity, wit, and new storytell-
ing to confirm her status as the indefatigable pioneer of 
European cinema.” 
—Hans Ulrich Obrist

Both a precursor to and a critical member of the French 
New Wave, Agnès Varda weaves documentary and fiction 
into tapestries that portray distinctive places and complex 
human beings. Critics and aficionados have celebrated 
Varda’s independence and originality since the New Wave 
touchstone Cleo from 5 to 7 (1962) brought her a level of 
international acclaim she has yet to relinquish.

Film historian Kelley Conway traces Varda’s works from her 
1954 debut La Pointe Courte through a varied career that 
includes nonfiction and fiction shorts and features, installa-
tion art, and the triumphant 2008 documentary The Beaches 
of Agnès. Drawing on Varda’s archives and conversations 
with the filmmaker, Conway focuses on the concrete details 
of how Varda makes films: a project’s emergence, its devel-
opment and the shifting forms of its screenplay, the search 
for financing, and the execution from casting through editing 
and exhibition. In the process, she explores how one woman 
charted a nontraditional trajectory through independent film-
making.

kelley coNway is a professor of communication arts at 

the University of wisconsin-Madison. She is the author of 

Chanteuse in the City: The Realist Singer in French Film.

A volume in the series Contemporary Film Directors

NoveMBeR

208 PAGES. 5.5 x 8.25 INChES

21 BLACK & whITE PhOTOGRAPhS, FILMOGRAPhy

hARDCOvER (UNJACKETED), 978-0-252-03972-0. $85.00x  £55.00

PAPER, 978-0-252-08120-0. $22.00s  £13.99

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09782-9.

the Magic world of  
orson welles
Centennial Anniversary Edition
JaMeS NaReMoRe

the classic study on the director of Citizen 
Kane and Touch of Evil, in an updated, revised 
edition

“The most perceptive study of 
Welles’s art.” 
—Andrew Sarris

Prodigy. Iconoclast. Genius. 
Exile. Orson Welles remains one 
of the most discussed figures 
in cinematic history. James 
Naremore presents a revised 
third edition of his incomparable 
study, including a new section 
on the unfinished film The Other 
Side of the wind. Naremore 
analyzes the political and 
psychological implications of the films, Welles’s idiosyn-
cratic style, and the biographical details—both playful and 
vexing—that impacted the works. Itself a historic film study, 
The Magic world of Orson welles unlocks the soaring art 
and quixotic methods of a master.

JaMeS NaReMoRe is Chancellors’ Professor Emeritus at  

Indiana University. his books include On Kubrick, The Films 

of Vincente Minnelli, More than Night: Film Noir in Its Con-

texts, Acting in the Cinema, Sweet Smell of Success, and  

An Invention without a Future: Essays on Cinema.
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SCIENCE FICTION / LITERARy STUDIES

Frederik Pohl
MIchael R. Page

a legend’s multi-faceted role in shaping  
science fiction

“Frederik Pohl—writer, editor, critic, literary agent, futurist, 
teacher—was one of the central figures of twentieth-century 
American science fiction, playing an extraordinarily influential 
role for more than fifty years. This is a splendid overview of his 
long and remarkable career.” 
—Robert Silverberg

One of science fiction’s undisputed grandmasters, Frederik Pohl 
built an astonishing career that spanned more than seven decades. 
In publishing novels, short stories, and essays, Pohl won millions 
of readers and seemingly as many awards while leaving a lasting 
mark on the genre.

Michael R. Page traces Pohl’s extraordinary journey from discov-
ering books as a boy at the Brooklyn Public Library to publishing 
the novel All the Lives He Led at age ninety-one. A first-of-its-
kind study, Frederik Pohl delves into the iconic works of fiction 
like The Space Merchants, Jem, and the tales of the Gateway 
universe, as well as Pohl’s creative alliances with the likes of 
Kornbluth, Clarke, and Asimov. But Page also examines Pohl’s 
as-essential contributions in other areas. He represented many of 
the major SF writers as a literary agent in the 1940s and 1950s. 
He helped professionalize the field by midwifing SF publishing 
at Ballantine and Ace Books. Finally, while working at Galaxy 
and if, he aided countless careers as, in Gardner Dozois’s words, 
“quite probably the best SF magazine editor who ever lived.”

MIchael R. Page is a lecturer in the Department of English at the 

University of Nebraska. he is the author of The Literary Imagina-

tion from Erasmus Darwin to H. G. Wells: Science, Evolution, and 

Ecology.

A volume in the series Modern Masters of Science Fiction
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DRAMA / AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES BLACK STUDIES / SExUALITy STUDIES

contemporary Plays by 
african american women
Ten Complete Works
edITed By SaNdRa adell

groundbreaking twenty-first-century works for 
classes, actors, and theatergoers

“A wonderful addition to dramatic literature, this important 
volume brings the talents of these remarkable playwrights 
to a broader audience. These women join their foremoth-
ers taking on form and content to take on the most pressing 
issues of our day.” 
—Nadine George-Graves, author of Urban Bush women: 
Twenty Years of African American Dance Theater, Com-
munity Engagement, and working it Out

In this volume, Sandra Adell draws from the vital well-
spring of works created by African American women 
in the twenty-first century to present ten plays by both 
prominent and up-and-coming writers. Taken together, the 
selections portray how these women engage with history 
as they delve into—and shake up—issues of gender and 
class to craft compelling stories of African American life. 
Gliding from gritty urbanism to rural landscapes, these 
works expand boundaries and boldly disrupt modes of 
theatrical representation.

Selections: Blue Door, by Tanya Barfield; Levee James, 
by S. M. Shephard-Massat; Hoodoo Love, by Katori Hall; 
Carnaval, by Nikkole Salter; Single Black Female, by 
Lisa B. Thompson; Fabulation, or The Re-Education of 
Undine, by Lynn Nottage; BlackTop Sky, by Christina An-
derson; Voyeurs de Venus, by Lydia Diamond; Fedra, by J. 
Nicole Brooks; and Uppa Creek: A Modern Anachronistic 
Parody in the Minstrel Tradition, by Keli Garrett.

SaNdRa adell is a professor of literature at the University 

of wisconsin-Madison. She is the author of Double-Con-

sciousness/Double Bind: Theoretical Issues in Twentieth-

Century Black Literature.
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Funk the erotic
Transaesthetics and  
Black Sexual Cultures
l. h. STallINgS

Freeing your mind so the funk can follow

“Where Toni Morrison theorized ‘eruptions of funk’ in Af-
rican American literature, this book funks the erotic taking 
up trans politics, nineteenth-century freaks, funky beats, and 
other queerly sexed subjects that make up ‘profane sites of 
memory.’” 
—Jennifer Brody, author of Punctuation: Art, Politics  
and Play

Funk. It is multisensory and multidimensional philosophy 
used in conjunction with the erotic, eroticism, and black 
erotica. It is the affect that shapes film, performance, sound, 
food, technology, drugs, energy, time, and the seeds of 
revolutionary ideas for black movements. But funk is also 
an experience to feel, to hear, to touch and taste, and in Funk 
the Erotic, L. H. Stallings uses funk in all its iterations as an 
innovation in black studies.

Stallings uses funk to highlight the importance of the erotic 
and eroticism in black cultural and political movements, de-
bunking “the truth of sex” and its histories. Brandishing funk 
as a theoretical tool, Stallings argues that Western theories of 
the erotic fail as universally applicable terms or philosophies. 
Stallings proposes that black artists across all media have 
fashioned a tradition that embraces the superfreak, sexual 
guerrilla, sexual magic, mama’s porn, black trans narratives, 
and sex work in a post-human subject position. Their goal: to 
ensure survival and evolution in a world that exploits black 
bodies in capitalist endeavors, imperialism, and colonization.

l. h. STallINgS is an associate professor of gender studies 

at Indiana University-Bloomington.

A volume in The New Black Studies Series
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wOMEN’S STUDIES / POPULAR CULTURE

alSo oF INTeReST
Sexting Panic
Rethinking Criminalization, Privacy, and Consent
AMy ADELE hASINOFF

Paper, 978-0-252-08062-3. $26.00s  £16.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09696-9.

diana and Beyond
white Femininity, National Identity, and Contemporary  
Media Culture
RAKA ShOME

Paper, 978-0-252-08030-2. $30.00s  £19.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09668-6.

cupcakes, Pinterest,  
and ladyporn
Feminized Popular Culture in the  
Early Twenty-First Century
edITed By elaNa levINe

exploring the cultural products targeted to and 
consumed by women

“Levine has assembled a comprehensive set of smart, accessible, 
and interesting essays that truly capture ‘feminized’ popular cul-
ture in the early twenty-first century United States. This will be 
the definitive volume on ‘post-feminist’ popular cultural produc-
tions for some time to come.” 
—Rebecca Wanzo, author of The Suffering will Not Be  
Televised: African American women and Sentimental  
Political Storytelling

In Cupcakes, Pinterest, and Ladyporn, Elana Levine brings together 
writings from feminist critics that chart the current terrain of 
feminized pop cultural production. Analyzing everything from Fifty 
Shades of Grey to Pinterest to pregnancy apps, contributors exam-
ine the economic, technological, representational, and experiential 
dimensions of products and phenomena that speak to, and about, 
the feminine. As these essays show, the imperative of productivity 
currently permeating feminized pop culture has created a genera-
tion of texts that speak as much to women’s roles as public and 
private workers as to an impulse for fantasy or escape.

Incisive and compelling, Cupcakes, Pinterest, and Ladyporn 
sheds new light on contemporary women’s engagement with an 
array of media forms in the context of postfeminist culture and 
neoliberalism.

elaNa levINe is an associate professor in the Department of 

Journalism, Advertising, and Media Studies at the University of 

wisconsin-Milwaukee. She is the author of Wallowing in Sex: The 

New Sexual Culture of 1970s American Television and coauthor of 

Legitimating Television: Media Convergence and Cultural Status.

A volume in the series Feminist Media Studies
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DANCE

alSo oF INTeReST
dance and the alexander Technique
Exploring the Missing Link
REBECCA NETTL-FIOL AND LUC vANIER

Paper, 978-0-252-07793-7. $30.00s  £19.99

Butoh
Metamorphic Dance and Global Alchemy
SONDRA FRALEIGh

Paper, 978-0-252-07741-8. $30.00x  £19.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09013-4.

Moving consciously
Somatic Transformations through Dance, 
Yoga, and Touch
edITed wITh eSSayS By SoNdRa FRaleIgh

life-changing practices of movement and touch

“Full of passion, care, and creative spirit, this book brings the 
depth and scope of somatic movement into view and should be 
read by all artists, scholars, and students interested in working 
closely with their embodied dancing selves.” 
—Vida L. Midgelow, author of Reworking the Ballet: Counter-
Narratives and Alternative Bodies

The popularity of yoga and Zen meditation has heightened 
awareness of somatic practices. Individuals develop the con-
scious embodiment central to somatics work via movement and 
dance, or through touch from a skilled teacher or therapist often 
called a somatic bodyworker. Methods of touch and movement 
foster generative processes of consciousness in order to create a 
fluid interconnection between sensation, thought, movement, and 
expression.

In Moving Consciously, Sondra Fraleigh gathers essays that 
probe ideas surrounding embodied knowledge and the conscious 
embodiment of movement and dance. Using a variety of per-
spectives on movement and dance somatics, Fraleigh and other 
contributors draw on both scholarship and personal practice to 
participate in a multifaceted investigation of a thriving world-
wide phenomenon. Their goal: to present the mental and physical 
health benefits of experiencing one’s inner world through sensory 
awareness and movement integration.

Contributors: Richard Biehl, Robert Bingham, Hillel Braude, 
Alison East, Sondra Fraleigh, Kelly Ferris Lester, Karin Rugman, 
Catherine Schaeffer, Jeanne Schul, and Ruth Way.

SoNdRa FRaleIgh is professor emeritus of the Department of 

Dance at State University of New york College at Brockport. She 

is the author of Butoh: Metamorphic Dance and Global Alchemy 

and Dance and the Lived Body: A Descriptive Aesthetics.
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URBAN AFFAIRS AND REGIONAL PLANNING / ENvIRONMENT

alSo oF INTeReST
chicago Skyscrapers, 1871–1934
ThOMAS LESLIE

hardcover, 978-0-252-03754-2. $39.95  £25.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09479-8.

aIa guide to chicago
Third edition
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARChITECTS ChICAGO

Edited by Alice Sinkevitch and Laurie McGovern Petersen

Preface by Geoffrey Baer; Introduction by Perry Duis

Paper, 978-0-252-07984-9. $34.95  £22.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09613-6.

Prairie crossing
Creating an American  
Conservation Community
JohN ScoTT waTSoN

the vision and the reality of returning nature to  
the suburbs

“Thought-provoking and conversation starting. Makes a novel 
contribution to our understanding about how and why suburbs 
grow under various sets of circumstances. It’s a story worthy of 
sharing and provides important lessons for communities facing 
conditions of sprawl. Indeed, the author clearly demonstrates that 
there are viable alternatives to sprawl.” 
—Thomas J. Vicino, coauthor of Cities and Suburbs: New  
Metropolitan Realities in the US

Carved out of century-old farmland near Chicago, the Prairie 
Crossing development is a novel experiment in urban public 
policy that preserves 69 percent of the land as open space. The 
for-profit project has set out to do nothing less than use access to 
nature as a means to challenge America’s failed culture of subur-
ban sprawl.

The first comprehensive look at an American conservation com-
munity, Prairie Crossing goes beyond windmills and nest boxes 
to examine an effort to connect adults to the land while creating a 
healthy and humane setting for raising a new generation attuned 
to nature. John Scott Watson places Prairie Crossing within the 
wider context of suburban planning, revealing how two first-time 
developers implemented a visionary new land ethic that saved 
green space by building on it. The remarkable achievements 
include a high rate of resident civic participation, the reestablish-
ment of a thriving prairie ecosystem, the reintroduction of endan-
gered and threatened species, and improved water and air quality. 
Yet, as Watson shows, considerations like economic uncertainty, 
lack of racial and class diversity, and politics have challenged, and 
continue to challenge, Prairie Crossing and its residents.

JohN ScoTT waTSoN is a lecturer in the political science depart-

ment of the University of Illinois, Chicago.
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FILM / wOMEN’S STUDIES

alSo oF INTeReST
germaine dulac
A Cinema of Sensations
TAMI wILLIAMS

Paper, 978-0-252-07997-9. $28.00s  £17.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09636-5.

gender Meets genre in Postwar cinemas
EDITED By ChRISTINE GLEDhILL

Paper, 978-0-252-07831-6. $30.00x  £19.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09366-1.

doing women’s Film history
Reframing Cinema’s Past and Future
edITed By chRISTINe gledhIll aNd  
JUlIa kNIghT

the complexity and diversity of women’s 
involvement in world cinema

“An emphatic statement of the strength of contemporary scholar-
ship in women’s film history, the collection presents readers with 
new material and new perspectives.” 
—Yvonne Tasker, author of Soldiers’ Stories: Military women in 
Cinema and Television since wwii

Cutting-edge and inclusive, Doing women’s Film History ven-
tures into topics in the United States and Europe while also mov-
ing beyond to explore the influence of women on the cinemas of 
India, Chile, Turkey, Russia, and Australia. Contributors grapple 
with historiographic questions that cover film history from the 
pioneering era to the present day. Yet the writers also address the 
very mission of practicing scholarship. Essays explore essential 
issues like identifying women’s participation in their cinema 
cultures; locating previously unconsidered sources of evidence; 
developing methodologies and analytical concepts to reveal the 
impact of gender on film production, distribution, and reception; 
and reframing film history to accommodate new questions and 
approaches.

Contributors include Kay Armatage, Eylem Atakav, Karina Ave-
yard, Canan Balan, Cécile Chich, Monica Dall’Asta, Eliza Anna 
Delveroudi, Jane M. Gaines, Christine Gledhill, Julia Knight, 
Neepa Majumdar, Michele Leigh, Luke McKernan, Debashree 
Mukherjee, Giuliana Muscio, Katarzyna Paszkiewicz, Rashmi 
Sawhney, Elizabeth Ramirez Soto, Sarah Street, and Kimberly 
Tomadjoglou.

chRISTINe gledhIll, formerly professor of Cinema Studies at 

Staffordshire University and University of Sunderland, is editor of 

Gender Meets Genre in Postwar Cinemas and co-founder with 

Julia Knight of women’s Film & Television history Network-UK/

Ireland. JUlIa kNIghT is a professor of moving image and director 

of the Centre for Research in Media and Cultural Studies at the 

University of Sunderland. She is the author of the Reaching Audi-

ences: Distribution and Promotion of Alternative Moving Image.

A volume in the series Women and Film History International
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FILM / wOMEN’S STUDIES

alSo oF INTeReST
exporting Perilous Pauline
Pearl white and the Serial Film Craze
EDITED By MARINA DAhLqUIST

Paper, 978-0-252-07921-4. $25.00s  £15.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09494-1.

Universal women
Filmmaking and Institutional Change in Early hollywood
MARK GARRETT COOPER

Paper, 978-0-252-07700-5. $27.00s  £17.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09087-5.

Seeing Sarah bernhardt
Performance and Silent Film
vIcToRIa dUckeTT

how an icon of the stage leapt to the early silver 
screen

“Radically revises our understanding of why Sarah Bernhardt 
chose to engage in the new medium of motion pictures and why 
her 1910s films were received (and are still readable) as both 
artistic and popular works far beyond France.” 
—Richard Abel, author of Americanizing the Movies and 
“Movie-Mad” Audiences, 1910–1914

The most famous stage actress of the nineteenth century, Sarah 
Bernhardt enjoyed a surprising renaissance when the 1912 multi-
reel film Queen Elizabeth vaulted her to international acclaim. 
The triumph capped her already lengthy involvement with cinema 
while enabling the indefatigable actress to reinvent herself in an 
era of technological and generational change.

Placing Bernhardt at the center of the industry’s first two decades, 
Victoria Duckett challenges the perception of her as an anach-
ronism unable to appreciate film’s qualities. Instead, cinema’s 
substitution of translated title cards for her melodic French 
deciphered Bernhardt for Anglo-American audiences. It also 
allowed the aging actress to appear in the kinds of longer dramas 
she could no longer physically sustain onstage. As Duckett shows, 
Bernhardt contributed far more than star quality. Her theatrical 
practice on film influenced how the young medium changed the 
visual and performing arts. Her promotion of experimentation, 
meanwhile, shaped the ways audiences looked at and understood 
early cinema.

vIcToRIa dUckeTT is a film historian and a lecturer in media  

studies at Deakin University, Melbourne.

A volume in the series Women and Film History International
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ANThROPOLOGy / ASIAN STUDIES RELIGION / AMERICAN CULTURAL hISTORy

Reinventing chinese 
tradition
The Cultural Politics of Late Socialism
ka-MINg wU

an eye-opening study of an evolving culture 
and society within contemporary china

“A wonderful balance of  
ethnography and theoretical 
argument. Written in an 
engaging and accessible style, 
and each chapter has much to 
offer in terms of theoretical 
insight and argument. It fairly 
sparkles intellectually.” 
 —Ann Anagnost, coeditor of 
Global Futures in East Asia: 
Youth, Nation, and the New 
Economy in Uncertain Times

The final destination of the 
Long March and center of the Chinese Communist Party’s 
red bases, Yan’an acquired mythical status during the 
Maoist era. Though the city’s significance as an emblem 
of revolutionary heroism has faded, today’s Chinese still 
glorify Yan’an as a sanctuary for ancient cultural traditions.

Ka-ming Wu’s ethnographic account of contemporary 
Yan’an documents how people have reworked the revival 
of three rural practices—paper-cutting, folk storytelling, 
and spirit cults—within (and beyond) the socialist legacy. 
Moving beyond dominant views of Yan’an folk culture as 
a tool of revolution or object of market reform, Wu reveals 
how cultural traditions become battlegrounds where conflicts 
among the state, market forces, and intellectuals in search of 
an authentic China play out.

ka-MINg wU is an assistant professor of culture and reli-

gious studies at the Chinese University of hong Kong.

A volume in the series Interpretations of Culture in the  

New Millennium
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america’s Religions
From Their Origins to the  
Twenty-first Century
Fourth Edition
PeTeR w. wIllIaMS

a revised edition of the essential text

“Unmatched in its usefulness for students and educators, lay 
readers, and professional historians to think more clearly 
about the complexities of religious life in America.” 
—The Historian

A classroom perennial and comprehensive guide, America’s 
Religions lays out the background, beliefs, practices, and 
leaders of the nation’s religious movements and denomina-
tions. The fourth edition, thoroughly revised and updated by  
Peter W. Williams, draws on the latest scholarship. In ad-
dition to reconsidering the history of America’s mainline 
faiths, it delves into contemporary issues like religion’s 
impact on politics and commerce; the increasingly high 
profile of Buddhism, Hinduism, and Islam; Mormonism’s 
entry into the mainstream; and battles over gay marriage and 
ordination.

PeTeR w. wIllIaMS is Distinguished Professor Emeritus of 

Comparative Religion and American Studies at Miami Uni-

versity. he is the author of Popular Religion in America and 

Houses of God.
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MORMON STUDIES / AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES

alSo oF INTeReST
kirtland Temple
The Biography of a Shared Mormon Sacred Space
DAvID J. hOwLETT

Paper, 978-0-252-07998-6. $25.00s  £15.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09637-2.

Black and Mormon
EDITED By NEwELL G. BRINGhURST AND DARRON T. SMITh

Paper, 978-0-252-07356-4. $20.95  £13.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09060-8.

the Mormon church  
and blacks
A Documentary History
edITed By MaTThew l. haRRIS aNd 
Newell g. BRINghURST

assembling the record of a Mormon controversy

“A great resource for the serious inquirer as it combines previ-
ously known data with new source information thereby adding to 
the scholarship on this much considered subject.” 
—Darius A. Gray

The year 1978 marked a watershed year in the history of the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints as it lifted a 126-year 
ban on ordaining black males for the priesthood. This departure 
from past practice focused new attention on Brigham Young’s deci-
sion to abandon Joseph Smith’s more inclusive original teachings.

The Mormon Church and Blacks presents thirty official or authori-
tative Church statements on the status of African Americans in the 
Mormon Church. Matthew L. Harris and Newell G. Bringhurst 
comment on the individual documents, analyzing how they re-
flected uniquely Mormon characteristics and contextualizing each 
within the larger scope of the history of race and religion in the 
United States. Their analyses consider how lifting the ban shifted 
the status of African Americans within Mormonism, including the 
fact that African Americans, once denied access to certain temple 
rituals considered essential for Mormon salvation, could finally 
be considered full-fledged Latter-day Saints in both this world 
and the next. Harris and Bringhurst also offer an informed view 
of behind-the-scenes Church politicking before and after the ban. 
The result is an essential resource for experts and laymen alike on 
a much-misunderstood aspect of Mormon history and belief.

MaTThew l. haRRIS is an associate professor of history at Colo-

rado State University-Pueblo. he is the coauthor of The Founding 

Fathers and the Debate over Religion in Revolutionary America. 

Newell g. BRINghURST is a professor emeritus of history and 

political science at College of the Sequoias. he is the author of 

Saints, Slaves, and Blacks: The Changing Place of Blacks within 

Mormonism.
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AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES / GENDER STUDIES BLACK STUDIES / AMERICAN CULTURAL hISTORy

Spatializing blackness
Architectures of Confinement and 
Black Masculinity in Chicago
RaShad ShaBazz

the ubiquity of carceral forms and the 
consequences for black communities and 
black men

“An original work that teases 
out how the question of black 
masculinity has been linked 
to different processes of con-
finement and imprisonment 
with carceral power—both 
inside and outside the prison 
industrial complex—shaping 
and relegating black lives and 
inciting acts of preventable 
death.” 
—Katherine McKittrick, 
author of Demonic Grounds: 
Black women and the Cartographies of Struggle

A geographic study of race and gender, Spatializing Black-
ness casts light upon the ubiquitous—and ordinary—ways 
carceral power functions in places where African Americans 
live. Moving from the kitchenette to the prison cell, and 
mining forgotten facts from sources as diverse as maps and 
memoirs, Rashad Shabazz explores the myriad architectures 
of confinement, policing, surveillance, urban planning, and 
incarceration. In particular, he investigates how the ongoing 
carceral effort oriented and imbued black male bodies and 
gender performance from the Progressive Era to the pres-
ent. The result is an essential interdisciplinary study that 
highlights the racialization of space, the role of containment 
in subordinating African Americans, the politics of mobility 
under conditions of alleged freedom, and the ways black 
men cope with—and resist—spacial containment.

RaShad ShaBazz is an associate professor in the School 

of Social Transformation at Arizona State University.

A volume in The New Black Studies Series
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Popular Fronts
Chicago and African-American  
Cultural Politics, 1935–46
Revised Edition
BIll v. MUlleN

the classic study of the black Renaissance, 
with a new preface

“Mullen marries investigation and a well-executed idea of 
story in this well-researched piece of scholarship on black 
art, black literature and literary publications, and the cultural 
politics of Chicago’s African American community.” 
—Choice

The Communist International’s Popular Front campaign 
of the 1930s brought to the fore ideas that resonated in 
Chicago’s African American community. Indeed, the Popular 
Front not only connected to the black experience of the era, 
but outlasted its Communist Party affiliation to serve as both 
model and inspiration for a postwar cultural insurrection led 
by African Americans.

With a new preface Bill V. Mullen updates his dynamic 
reappraisal of a critical moment in American cultural his-
tory. Mullen’s study includes reassessments of the politics 
of Richard Wright’s critical reputation and a provocative 
reading of class struggle in Gwendolyn Brooks’s A Street in 
Bronzeville. He also takes an in-depth look at the institutions 
that comprised Chicago’s black popular front: the Chicago 
Defender, the period’s leading black newspaper; Negro 
Story, the first magazine devoted to publishing short stories 
by and about African Americans; and the WPA-sponsored 
South Side Community Art Center.

BIll v. MUlleN is a professor of English and American Stud-

ies at Purdue University and the author of Afro-Orientalism.
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alSo oF INTeReST
writers of the Black chicago Renaissance
EDITED By STEvEN C. TRACy

Paper, 978-0-252-07931-3. $36.00s  £22.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09342-5.

The Negro in Illinois
The wPA Papers
EDITED By BRIAN DOLINAR

Paper, 978-0-252-08093-7. $28.00s  £17.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09495-8.

word warrior
Richard Durham, Radio, and Freedom
SoNJa d. wIllIaMS

the life of an inventive african american media 
writer and tireless champion of freedom, equality, 
and justice

“The enigmatic life of writer and radio [dramatist] Richard 
Durham has, for years, cried out for probing and understanding. 
Sonja D. Williams has answered the call with this fiercely smart 
and important book. It is an important achievement.” 
—Wil Haygood, author of The Butler: A witness to History

Posthumously inducted into the National Radio Hall of Fame in 
2007, Richard Durham creatively chronicled and brought to life 
the significant events of his times. Durham’s trademark narrative 
style engaged listeners with fascinating characters, compelling 
details, and sharp images of pivotal moments in American and 
African American history and culture.

In word warrior, award-winning radio producer Sonja D. Williams 
draws on archives and hard-to-access family records, as well as 
interviews with family and colleagues like Studs Terkel and Toni 
Morrison, to illuminate Durham’s astounding career. Durham 
paved the way for black journalists as a dramatist and a star inves-
tigative reporter and editor for the pioneering black newspapers 
the Chicago Defender and Muhammed Speaks. Talented and 
versatile, he also created the acclaimed radio series Destination 
Freedom and Here Comes Tomorrow and wrote for popular radio 
fare like The Lone Ranger. Incredibly, his energies extended still 
further—to community and labor organizing, advising Chicago 
mayoral hopeful Harold Washington and mentoring generations 
of activists.

SoNJa d. wIllIaMS is a professor in the Department of Media, 

Journalism, and Film at howard University and the winner of three 

George Foster Peabody Awards as a radio producer. her credits 

include the radio series Wade in the Water: African American Sa-

cred Music Traditions and Black Radio: Telling It Like It Was.

A volume in The New Black Studies Series
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cultural Melancholy
Readings of Race, Impossible 
Mourning, and African American Ritual
JeRMaINe SINgleToN

counteracting the racial legacy effects that 
plague our twenty-first century multiculture

“Jermaine Singleton’s 
Cultural Melancholy is a 
provocative book that will be 
well-received in the field of 
racial melancholia studies, and 
there is no doubt in my mind 
that it makes an excellent 
contribution to performance 
studies.” 
—Abdul R. JanMohamed, 
University of California, 
Berkeley

A daring cultural and literary 
studies investigation, Cultural Melancholy explores the 
legacy of grief produced by ongoing racial oppression and 
resistance in the United States. Using acute analysis of lit-
erature, drama, musical performance, and films, Singleton 
demonstrates how rituals of racialization and resistance 
transfer and transform grief discreetly across time, consoli-
dating racial identities and communities along the way.

Singleton develops the concept of “cultural melancholy” 
as a critical response to scholarship that calls for the clini-
cal separation of critical race studies and psychoanalysis, 
excludes queer theoretical approaches from readings of Af-
rican American literatures and cultures, and overlooks the 
status of racialized performance culture as a site of serious 
academic inquiry and theorization. In doing so, he weaves 
critical race studies, psychoanalysis, queer theory, and 
performance studies into conversation to uncover a host of 
hidden dialogues—psychic and social, personal and politi-
cal, individual and collective—for the purpose of promot-
ing a culture of racial grieving, critical race consciousness, 
and collective agency.

JeRMaINe SINgleToN is an associate professor of  

English at hamline University.
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humane insight
Looking at Images of African American 
Suffering and Death
coURTNey R. BakeR

Viewing representations of pain in  
african american history

“With perceptive and original  
analysis, Baker moves us 
through a series of historical 
moments when images of black 
pain and death made black 
suffering legible to a wider 
public.” 
—Amy Louise Wood, author 
of Lynching and Spectacle: 
witnessing Racial Violence in 
America, 1890–1940

In the history of black Amer-
ica, the image of the mortal, 
wounded, and dead black body has long been looked at by 
others from a safe distance. Courtney R. Baker questions 
the relationship between the spectator and victim and urges 
viewers to move beyond the safety of the “gaze” to cultivate 
a capacity for humane insight toward representations of 
human suffering. Utilizing the visual studies concept termed 
the “look,” Baker interrogates how the notion of humanity 
was articulated and recognized in oft-referenced moments 
within the African American experience: the graphic brutal-
ity of the 1834 Lalaurie affair; the photographic exhibition 
of lynching, without Sanctuary; Emmett Till’s murder and 
funeral; and the devastation caused by Hurricane Katrina. 
Contemplating these and other episodes, Baker traces how 
proponents of black freedom and dignity used the visual dis-
play of violence against the black body to galvanize action 
against racial injustice.

An innovative cultural study that connects visual theory to 
African American history, Humane insight asserts the impor-
tance of ethics in our analysis of race and visual culture, and 
reveals how representations of pain can become the currency 
of black liberation from injustice.

coURTNey R. BakeR is an associate professor of English at 

Connecticut College.

A volume in The New Black Studies Series
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lynching Beyond dixie
American Mob violence Outside the South
EDITED By MIChAEL J. PFEIFER

Paper, 978-0-252-07895-8. $28.00s  £17.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09465-1.

Free labor
The Civil war and the Making of an American working Class
MARK A. LAUSE

Paper, 978-0-252-08086-9. $28.00s  £17.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09738-6.

this is not dixie
Racist Violence in Kansas, 1861–1927
BReNT M. S. caMPNey

imposing, enforcing, and resisting white supremacy 
in the Midwest

“This landmark book is required reading for all interested in the 
sadly pivotal role of racist violence in America’s past.” 
—Michael J. Pfeifer, author of The Roots of Rough Justice: 
Origins of American Lynching

Often defined as a mostly southern phenomenon, racist violence 
existed everywhere. Brent M. S. Campney explodes the notion of 
the Midwest as a so-called land of freedom with an in-depth study 
of assaults both active and threatened faced by African Americans 
in post–Civil War Kansas.

Campney’s capacious definition of white-on-black violence 
encompasses not only sensational demonstrations of white power 
like lynchings and race riots, but acts of threatened violence and 
the varied forms of pervasive routine violence—property damage, 
rape, forcible ejection from towns—used to intimidate African 
Americans. As he shows, such methods were a cornerstone of 
efforts to impose and maintain white supremacy. Yet Campney’s 
broad consideration of racist violence also lends new insights into 
the ways people resisted threats. African Americans spontaneously 
hid fugitives and defused lynch mobs while also using newspapers 
and civil rights groups to lay the groundwork for forms of institu-
tionalized opposition that could fight racist violence through the 
courts and via public opinion.

Ambitious and provocative, This is Not Dixie rewrites fundamen-
tal narratives on mob action, race relations, African American 
resistance, and racism’s grim past in the heartland.

BReNT M. S. caMPNey is an associate professor in the Department 

of history and Philosophy at the University of Texas–Rio Grande 

valley (formerly the University of Texas–Pan American).
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this book is an action
Feminist Print Culture and  
Activist Aesthetics
edITed By JaIMe haRkeR aNd  
cecIlIa koNchaR FaRR

Second-wave feminism and the written word’s 
power to incite social change

“Attends not only to familiar 
‘consciousness-raising’ 
works such as Kate Millet’s 
Sexual Politics, Erica Jong’s 
Fear of Flying, and Margaret 
Atwood’s Surfacing, but also 
treats previously unexplored 
but no less important issues 
and topics vital to feminist 
print culture during the sec-
ond wave of feminism.” 
—Julia Ehrhardt, author of 
writers of Conviction: The 
Personal Politics of Zona Gale, Dorothy Canfield Fisher, 
Rose wilder Lane, and Josephine Herbst

In this new collection, Jaime Harker and Cecilia Kon-
char Farr curate essays that investigate the dynamic print 
culture that emerged as the feminist movement reawak-
ened in the late 1960s. Works created by women shined 
a light on taboo topics and offered inspiring accounts of 
personal transformation. Yet, as the essayists reveal, the 
texts coalesced into something far greater: a distinct and 
influential American literary renaissance. On the one hand, 
feminists took control of the process by building a network 
of publishers and distributors owned and operated by 
women. On the other, women writers threw off conven-
tion to venture into radical and experimental forms, po-
etry, and genre storytelling, and in so doing created works 
that raised the consciousness of a generation.

JaIMe haRkeR is an associate professor of English at  

the University of Mississippi. She is the author of  

America the Middlebrow: Women’s Novels, Progressivism, 

and Middlebrow Authorship between the Wars.  

cecIlIa koNchaR FaRR is a professor of English and 

women’s studies at St. Catherine University. She is the  

author of Reading Oprah: How Oprah’s Book Club 

Changed the Way America Reads.
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NEw iN PAPERBACk

Regina anderson andrews, 
harlem Renaissance 
librarian
eTheleNe whITMIRe

the life of a groundbreaking african american 
woman and harlem Renaissance figure

“Fans of the Harlem Renais-
sance will enjoy this book.” 
—Library Journal

The first African American to 
head a branch of the New York 
Public Library (NYPL), Regina 
Andrews led an extraordinary 
life. Allied with W. E. B. Du 
Bois, she fought for promo-
tion and equal pay against 
entrenched sexism and racism. 
Andrews also played a key role 
in the Harlem Renaissance, sup-
porting writers and intellectuals with dedicated workspace at 
her 135th Street Branch Library. After hours she cohosted a 
legendary salon that drew the likes of Langston Hughes and 
Zora Neale Hurston. Her work as an actress and playwright 
helped establish the Harlem Experimental Theater.

Ethelene Whitmire’s biography offers the first full-length 
portrait of Andrews’ activism, engagement with the arts of 
the Harlem Renaissance, and work with the NYPL.

eTheleNe whITMIRe is an associate professor of library and 

information studies at the University of wisconsin-Madison.

Awarded the Outstanding Contribution to Publishing Citation by 

the Black Caucus of the American Library Association (BCALA), 

2015
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Mexican chicago
Race, Identity, and Nation, 1916–39
GABRIELA F. ARREDONDO

Paper, 978-0-252-07497-4. $26.00x  £16.99

Making lemonade out of lemons
Mexican American Labor and Leisure in a  
California Town, 1880–1960
JOSé M. ALAMILLO

Paper, 978-0-252-07325-0. $26.00x  £16.99
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latina lives in Milwaukee
TheReSa delgadIllo

the voices of latina women leaders in a unique 
moment and place in the history of the Midwest

“Not only excellent but timely as well. The book will undoubt-
edly prove to be a valuable resource guide that will not only 
introduce the literature but also provide an impressive study for 
experts in Latina cultural studies.” 
—Alvina E. Quintana, author of Home Girls: Chicana Literary 
Voices

Milwaukee’s small but vibrant Mexican and Mexican American 
community of the 1920s grew over succeeding decades to incor-
porate Mexican, Mexican American, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central 
American, and Caribbean migration to the city. Drawing on years of 
interviews and collaboration with interviewees, Theresa Delgadillo 
offers a set of narratives that explore the fascinating family, com-
munity, work, and career experiences of Milwaukee’s Latinas 
during this time of transformation.

Through the stories of these women, Delgadillo caringly provides 
access to a wide variety of Latina experiences: early Mexican set-
tlers entering careers as secretaries and entrepreneurs; Salvadoran 
and Puerto Rican women who sought educational opportunity in 
the U.S., sometimes in flight from political conflicts; Mexican 
women becoming leather workers and drill press operators; and 
second-generation Latinas entering the professional classes. These 
women show how members of diverse generations, ethnicities, and 
occupations embraced interethnic collaboration and coalition but 
also negotiated ethnic and racial discrimination, domestic violence, 
workplace hostilities, and family separations.

TheReSa delgadIllo is an associate professor in the Department 

of Comparative Studies at The Ohio State University. She is the 

author of Spiritual Mestizaje: Religion, Gender, Race, and Nation in 

Contemporary Chicana Narrative.

A volume in the series Latinos in Chicago and the Midwest
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Smokestacks in the hills
Rural-Industrial Workers in  
West Virginia
loU MaRTIN

welding together factory life and local ways 
in a changing countryside

“Martin’s wonderful book 
alerts all twentieth-century 
U.S. labor historians that we 
are telling only half the story 
if we ignore rural industrial 
workers and their local 
orientations forged through 
connections to land, place, 
family, and community.” 
—Lisa M. Fine, author of 
The Story of Reo Joe: work, 
kin, and Community in  
Autotown, U.S.A.

Long considered an urban phenomenon, industrialization 
also transformed the American countryside. Lou Martin 
weaves the narrative of how the relocation of steel and 
pottery factories to Hancock County, West Virginia, cre-
ated a rural and small-town working class—and what that 
meant for communities and for labor.

As Martin shows, access to land in and around steel and 
pottery towns allowed residents to preserve rural habits 
and culture. Workers in these places valued place and 
local community. Because of their belief in localism, an 
individualistic ethic of “making do,” and company loy-
alty, they often worked to place limits on union influence. 
At the same time, this localism allowed workers to adapt 
to the dictates of industrial capitalism and a continually 
changing world on their own terms—and retain rural 
ways to a degree unknown among their urbanized peers.

loU MaRTIN is an assistant professor of history at  

Chatham University.

A volume in the series The Working Class in American History
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Fighting for  
total Person unionism
Harold Gibbons, Ernest Calloway, and 
Working-Class Citizenship
RoBeRT BUSSel

the progressive vision of a teamsters local and 
its dynamic leaders

“Bussel is offering us a unique perspective on the nation’s 
largest union in an era when it was at its peak of influence.  
He also asserts that the careers of these two men offer 
important lessons to organized labor today, of tactics and 
approaches that would help the movement regain its lost 
relevance.” 
—David Witwer, author of Shadow of the Racketeer:  
Scandal in Organized Labor

During the 1950s and 1960s, labor leaders Harold Gibbons 
and Ernest Calloway championed a new kind of labor move-
ment that regarded workers as “total persons” interested in 
both workplace affairs and the exercise of effective citizen-
ship in their communities.

Working through Teamsters Local 688 and viewing the city 
of St. Louis as their laboratory, this remarkable interracial 
duo forged a dynamic political alliance that placed their 
“citizen members” on the front lines of epic battles for urban 
revitalization, improved public services, and the advance-
ment of racial and economic justice. Parallel to their political 
partnership, Gibbons functioned as a top Teamsters Union 
leader and Calloway as an influential figure in St. Louis’s 
civil rights movement. Their pioneering efforts not only al-
tered St. Louis’s social and political landscape but also raised 
fundamental questions about the fate of the post-industrial 
city, the meaning of citizenship, and the role of unions in 
shaping American democracy.

RoBeRT BUSSel is an associate professor and director of the 

Labor Education and Research Center at the University of  

Oregon. he is the author of From Harvard to the Ranks of 

Labor: Powers Hapgood and the American Working Class.
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alSo oF INTeReST
death and dying in the working class, 1865–1920
MIChAEL K. ROSENOw

Paper, 978-0-252-08071-5. $30.00s  £19.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09711-9.

Redeeming Time
Protestantism and Chicago’s Eight-hour Movement, 1866–1912
wILLIAM A. MIROLA

hardcover, 978-0-252-03883-9. $55.00x  £36.00

Ebook, 978-0-252-09679-2.

disaster citizenship
Survivors, Solidarity, and Power in the 
Progressive Era
JacoB a. c. ReMeS

the clash of reformers and survivors in the 
aftermath of catastrophe

“Historians will find in this excellent study a model of transna-
tional history, and other readers, especially officials in charge 
of disaster relief, will discover a new way of thinking about the 
people they are attempting to ‘rescue.’” 
—James Green, author of The Devil is Here in These Hills:  
west Virginia’s Coal Miners and Their Battle for Freedom

A century ago, governments buoyed by Progressive Era beliefs 
began to assume greater responsibility for protecting and rescuing 
citizens. Yet the aftermath of two disasters in the United States-
Canada borderlands—the Salem Fire of 1914 and the Halifax 
Explosion of 1917—saw working-class survivors instead turn to 
friends, neighbors, coworkers, and family members for succor 
and aid.

In Disaster Citizenship, Jacob A. C. Remes draws on histories of 
the Salem and Halifax events to explore the institutions—both 
formal and informal—that ordinary people relied upon in times of 
crisis. He explores patterns and traditions of self-help, informal 
order, and solidarity and details how people adapted these tradi-
tions when necessary. Yet, as he shows, these methods—though 
often quick and effective—remained illegible to reformers. 
Indeed, soldiers, social workers, and reformers wielding extraor-
dinary emergency powers challenged these grassroots practices to 
impose progressive “solutions” on what they wrongly imagined to 
be a fractured social landscape.

JacoB a. c. ReMeS is an assistant professor of public affairs and 

history at the Metropolitan Center of SUNy Empire State College. 

he is a winner of the herbert G. Gutman Prize from the Labor and 

working-Class history Association and the Eugene A. Forsey Prize 

from the Canadian Committee on Labour history.
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alSo oF INTeReST
In Pursuit of gold
Chinese American Miners and Merchants in the American west
SUE FAwN ChUNG

Paper, 978-0-252-08054-8. $35.00x  £22.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09334-0.

asian americans in dixie
Race and Migration in the South
EDITED By KhyATI y. JOShI AND JIGNA DESAI 

Paper, 978-0-252-07938-2. $28.00s  £17.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09595-5.

chinese in the woods
Logging and Lumbering in the 
American West
SUe FawN chUNg

Revising an important chapter in the history of 
labor and the american west

“Traditionally viewed as ‘inarticulate,’ these workers now 
have been given a voice, a presence in the remarkable story 
of building the American west. The lost world of Chinese 
lumber workers has been vividly re-created. Quite an ex-
traordinary achievement.” 
—James Rawls, coauthor of California: An interpretive 
History

Though recognized for their work in the mining and railroad 
industries, the Chinese also played a critical role in the 
nineteenth-century lumber trade. Sue Fawn Chung continues 
her meticulous examination of the impact of Chinese immi-
grants on the American West by bringing to life the tensions, 
towns, and lumber camps of the Sierra Nevada during a 
boom period of economic expansion.

Chinese workers, like whites, labored as woodcutters and 
flume-herders, lumberjacks and loggers. Exploding the myth 
of the Chinese as a docile and cheap labor army, Chung shows 
Chinese laborers earned wages similar to those of non-Asians. 
Men working as camp cooks, among other jobs, could even 
make more. At the same time, she draws on archives and  
archaeology to reconstruct everyday existence, offering 
evocative portraits of camp living, small town life, personal 
and work relationships, and the production and technical 
aspects of a dangerous trade.

SUe FawN chUNg is Professor Emerita of history at the 

University of Nevada, Las vegas, and author of In Pursuit of 

Gold: Chinese American Miners and Merchants in the Ameri-

can West, an honor book selection for the Caroline Bancroft 

history Prize.
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alSo oF INTeReST
Nursing civil Rights
Gender and Race in the Army Nurse Corps
ChARISSA J. ThREAT

Paper, 978-0-252-08077-7. $25.00s  £15.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09724-9.

doing emotions history
EDITED By SUSAN J. MATT AND PETER N. STEARNS

Paper, 978-0-252-07955-9. $25.00s  £15.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09532-0.

driven by Fear
Epidemics and Isolation in San Francisco’s 
House of Pestilence
gUeNTeR B. RISSe

emotion’s powerful role in personal and public 
responses to disease

“A deeply researched, very well-written, and timely account by 
the foremost historian of public health policy in the city by the 
Golden Gate of how emotions of fear and disgust can war with 
compassion and rational planning in the shaping of a commu-
nity’s response to epidemics.” 
—William Issel, author of Church and State in the City:  
Catholics and Politics in Twentieth Century San Francisco

From the late nineteenth century until the 1920s, authorities in-
structed San Francisco’s Pesthouse to segregate the diseased from 
the rest of the city. Guenter B. Risse places this forgotten institu-
tion within an emotional climate dominated by widespread public 
dread and disgust. In Driven by Fear, he analyzes the unique 
form of stigma generated by San Franciscans. Emotional states 
like xenophobia and racism played a part. Yet the phenomenon 
also included competing medical paradigms and unique economic 
needs that encouraged authorities to protect the city’s reputation 
as a haven of health restoration.

As Risse argues, public health history requires an understanding 
of irrational as well as rational motives. To that end he delves 
into the spectrum of emotions that drove extreme measures like 
segregation and isolation. He also shows how these feelings fed 
psychological, ideological, and pragmatic urges to scapegoat and 
stereotype victims—particularly Chinese victims—of smallpox, 
leprosy, plague, and syphilis.

Filling a significant gap in contemporary scholarship, Driven 
by Fear looks at the past to offer critical lessons for our age of 
bioterror threats and emerging infectious diseases.

gUeNTeR B. RISSe is a professor emeritus of the history of 

medicine at the University of California, San Francisco. his books 

include Plague, Fear, and Politics in San Francisco’s Chinatown 

and Mending Bodies, Saving Souls: A History of Hospitals.

A volume in the series History of Emotions
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Feminist and human Rights 
Struggles in Peru
Decolonizing Transitional Justice
PaScha BUeNo-haNSeN

gendered violence and reconciliation in  
post-civil war Peru

“Cutting-edge and original. 
Bueno-Hansen reveals the 
meaning behind the rhetoric 
of human rights promotion 
in the aftermath of conflict.” 
—Elisabeth Jay Friedman, 
author of Unfinished 
Transitions: women and the 
Gendered Development of 
Democracy in Venezuela, 
1936–1996

In 2001, following a genera-
tion of armed conflict and 
authoritarian rule, the Peruvian state created a Truth and 
Reconciliation Committee (TRC). Pascha Bueno-Hansen 
places the TRC, feminist and human rights movements, 
and related non-governmental organizations within an 
international and historical context to expose the difficul-
ties in addressing gender-based violence.

Her innovative theoretical and methodological framework 
based on decolonial feminism and a critical engagement 
with intersectionality facilitates an in-depth examination 
of the Peruvian transitional justice process based on field 
studies and archival research. Bueno-Hansen uncovers 
the colonial mappings and linear temporality underlying 
transitional justice efforts and illustrates why transitional 
justice mechanisms must reckon with the societal roots 
of atrocities, if they are to result in true and lasting social 
transformation.

PaScha BUeNo-haNSeN is an assistant professor of 

women’s studies and political science and is affiliated with 

the Latin American Studies Program at the University of 

Delaware.
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women Musicians of 
uzbekistan
From Courtyard to Conservatory
TaNya MeRchaNT

Music’s role in constructing gendered  
national identity

“Filled with interesting and 
timely material, this book is 
truly a wonderful read.” 
—Ellen Koskoff, author of  
A Feminist Ethnomusicology

Fascinated by women’s distinct 
influence on Uzbekistan’s mu-
sic, Tanya Merchant ventures 
into Tashkent’s post-Soviet 
music scene to place women 
musicians within the nation’s 
evolving artistic and political 
arenas.

Drawing on fieldwork and music study carried out between 
2001 and 2014, Merchant challenges the Western idea of 
Central Asian women as sequestered and oppressed. Instead, 
she notes the ways Uzbekistan’s women stand at the fore-
front of four prominent genres: maqom, folk music, Western 
art music, and popular music. Merchant’s recounting of the 
women’s experiences, stories, and memories underscores 
the complex role that these musicians and vocalists play in 
educational institutions and concert halls, street kiosks and 
the culturally essential sphere of wedding music. Through-
out the book, Merchant ties nationalism and femininity to 
performances and reveals how the music of these women is 
linked to a burgeoning national identity.

TaNya MeRchaNT is an assistant professor of music at the 

University of California, Santa Cruz.

A volume in the series New Perspectives on Gender in Music
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alSo oF INTeReST
contested Terrain
Reflections with Afghan women Leaders
SALLy L. KITCh

Paper, 978-0-252-08027-2. $30.00s  £19.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09664-8.

Beyond Partition
Gender, violence, and Representation in Postcolonial India
DEEPTI MISRI

Paper, 978-0-252-08039-5. $28.00s  £17.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09681-5.

women and Power in 
Zimbabwe
Promises of Feminism
caRolyN MaRTIN Shaw

deferring dreams of equality in post-independence 
Zimbabwe

“What happens to dreams when the revolution falls short? Draw-
ing together mixed genres including ethnography, performance, 
and literature, Martin Shaw offers an engaging portrait of postcolo-
nial Zimbabwe through the storied lives of women.” 
—Paulla A. Ebron, author of Performing Africa

Rhodesia’s rebirth as Zimbabwe and Robert Mugabe’s rise to 
power dashed the hopes of women who had imagined indepen-
dence as a road to gender equality and economic justice.

Using history, literature, participant observation, and interviews, 
Carolyn Martin Shaw draws on thirty years of experience to 
survey Zimbabwean feminisms from the colonial era to today. Her 
analysis shows how actions as seemingly disparate as an ability 
to bake scones during the revolution and achieving power within 
a marriage in fact represent complex sources of female empow-
erment. She also presents the ways women across Zimbabwean 
society—rural and urban, professional and domestic—accommo-
dated or confronted post-independence setbacks. Finally, Shaw of-
fers perspectives on the ways contemporary Zimbabwean women 
depart from the widespread view that feminism is a Western 
imposition having little to do with African women.

caRolyN MaRTIN Shaw is a professor emerita of anthropology at 

the University of California, Santa Cruz, and the author of Colonial 

Inscriptions: Race, Sex, and Class in Kenya.
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cape Verde, let’s go
Creole Rappers and Citizenship  
in Portugal
deRek PaRdUe

how cape Verdean rappers complicate ideas 
of europeanness in contemporary Portugal

“A compelling interdisciplinary study of identity and 
citizenship among Cape Verdean rappers based in con-
temporary Lisbon.” 
—Fernando Arenas, author of Utopias of Otherness: 
Nationhood and Subjectivity in Portugal and Brazil

Musicians rapping in kriolu—a hybrid of Portuguese 
and West African languages spoken in Cape Verde—
have recently emerged from Lisbon’s periphery. They 
popularize the struggles with identity and belonging 
among young people in a Cape Verdean immigrant com-
munity that shares not only the kriolu language but its 
culture and history.

Drawing on fieldwork and archival research in Portu-
gal and Cape Verde, Derek Pardue introduces Lisbon’s 
kriolu rap scene and its role in challenging metropolitan 
Portuguese identities. Pardue demonstrates that Cape 
Verde, while relatively small within the Portuguese 
diaspora, offers valuable lessons about the politics of ex-
perience and social agency within a postcolonial context 
that remains poorly understood. As he argues, knowing 
more about both Cape Verdeans and the Portuguese in-
vites clearer assessments of the relationship between the 
experience and policies of migration. That in turn allows 
us to better gauge citizenship as a balance of individual 
achievement and cultural ascription.

deRek PaRdUe is an assistant professor in the Depart-

ment of Culture and Society at Aarhus University and 

author of Ideologies of Marginality in Brazilian Hip Hop.
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grounds of engagement
Apartheid-Era African American and 
South African Writing
STéPhaNe RoBolIN

the interplay between space, place, and race

“A joy to read. The chapters on Richard Rive and Peter 
Abrahams will be a revelation to people who have not yet 
immersed themselves in the literature of that generation. 
The book’s work on Keorapetsie Kgositsile is a landmark 
intervention.” 
—Aldon Nielsen, author of integral Music: Languages of 
African American innovation

Part literary history, part cultural study, Grounds of Engage-
ment examines the relationships and exchanges between 
black South African and African American writers who 
sought to create common ground throughout the anti-
apartheid era. Stéphane Robolin argues that the authors’ 
geographic imaginations crucially defined their individual 
interactions and, ultimately, the literary traditions on both 
sides of the Atlantic.

Subject to the tyranny of segregation, authors such as Rich-
ard Wright, Bessie Head, Langston Hughes, Gwendolyn 
Brooks, Keorapetse Kgositsile, Michelle Cliff, and Richard 
Rive charted their racialized landscapes and invented freer 
alternative geographies. They crafted rich representations of 
place to challenge the stark social and spatial arrangements 
that framed their lives. Those representations, Robolin con-
tends, also articulated their desires for black transnational 
belonging and political solidarity. The first book to exam-
ine U.S. and South African literary exchanges in spatial 
terms, Grounds of Engagement identifies key moments in 
this understudied history of black cross-cultural exchange, 
exposing how geography serves as an indispensable means 
of shaping and reshaping modern racial meaning.

STéPhaNe RoBolIN is an assistant professor of English at 

Rutgers University.
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Street life under a Roof
Youth Homelessness in South Africa
eMIly MaRgaReTTeN

Yearning for domesticity on the margins of  
South african society

“A major addition to the literature on youth in Africa as well as 
‘homelessness’ and street children more generally.” 
—Adam Ashforth, author of witchcraft, Violence, and  
Democracy in South Africa

Point Place stands near the city center of Durban, South Africa. 
Condemned and off the grid, the five-story apartment building is 
nonetheless home to a hundred-plus teenagers and young adults 
marginalized by poverty and chronic unemployment.

In Street Life under a Roof, Emily Margaretten draws on ten years 
of up-close fieldwork to explore the distinct cultural universe of 
the Point Place community. Margaretten’s sensitive investigations 
reveal how young men and women draw on customary notions of 
respect and support to forge an ethos of connection and care that 
allows them to live far richer lives than ordinarily assumed. Her 
discussion of gender dynamics highlights terms like nakana—to 
care about or take notice of another—that young women and men 
use to construct “outside” and “inside” boyfriends and girlfriends 
and to communicate notions of trust. Margaretten exposes the 
structures of inequality at a local, regional, and global level that 
contribute to socioeconomic and political dislocation. But she 
also challenges the idea that Point Place’s marginalized residents 
need “rehabilitation.” As she argues, these young men and women 
want love, secure homes, and the means to provide for their 
dependents—in short, the same hopes and aspirations mirrored 
across South African society.

eMIly MaRgaReTTeN is an assistant professor of anthropology at 

Ripon College.
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victims and warriors
violence, history, and Memory in Amazonia
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Scripts of Blackness
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waging war on war
Peacefighting in American Literature
gIoRgIo MaRIaNI

the anti-war genre and its impact on 
american culture

“A particularly stimulating 
group of texts, juxtapos-
ing the canonical with the 
critically neglected. The tone 
is forceful without being 
pompous, and the overall 
impression is of an appealing 
humanity.” 
—Kate McLoughlin, author 
of Authoring war: The Liter-
ary Representation of war 
from the iliad to iraq

The notion that war plays 
a fundamental role in the United States’ idea of itself 
obscures the rich—and by no means naïve—seam of anti-
war thinking that winds through American culture.

Giorgio Mariani engages with the question of what makes 
a text anti-war. Ranging from Emerson and Joel Barlow 
to Maxine Hong Kingston and Tim O’Brien, waging war 
on war explores why sustained attempts at identifying the 
anti-war text’s formal and philosophical features seem to 
always end at an impasse. Mariani moves a step beyond 
to construct a theoretical model that invites new inquiries 
into America’s nonviolent, nonconformist tradition even 
as it challenges the ways we study U.S. warmaking and 
the cultural reactions to it. In the process, he defines 
anti-war literature and explores the genre’s role in the 
assertive peacefighting project that offered—and still of-
fers—alternatives to violence.

gIoRgIo MaRIaNI is a professor of American literature 

at the Sapienza University of Rome. he is the author of 

Spectacular Narratives: Representations of Class and  

War in Stephen Crane and the American 1890s.
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too Much Free Speech?
RaNdall P. BezaNSoN

the Supreme court’s transformation of a 
fundamental constitutional right

“In this nuanced, well-support-
ed, sophisticated, and provoca-
tive analysis, Randall P. Be-
zanson thoroughly explains the 
major fault lines and unexplored 
but key tensions in some of the 
most difficult and contentious 
contemporary First Amendment 
debates.” 
—Helen Norton, University of 
Colorado

A series of Supreme Court 
decisions have transformed 
freedom of speech in revolutionary ways over the last two 
decades. In Too Much Free Speech? Randall P. Bezanson 
provides a timely inquiry into the constitutional limits on the 
high court’s power to create, interpret, and enforce one of 
American citizens’ fundamental rights.

Bezanson focuses on paradigm-changing cases like Citizens 
United v. Federal Election Commission, the judgment that 
granted full constitutional protection to speech by corpora-
tions, and the Doe v. Reed ruling that recognized the signing 
of petitions and voting in elections as acts of free speech. 
Using five case studies, he questions whether or not recent 
decisions have expanded the meaning of speech too far, 
and critically assesses the Supreme Court’s methodology in 
reaching and explaining its conclusions.

RaNdall P. BezaNSoN was the David h. vernon Professor 

of Law at the University of Iowa and the author of Art and 

Freedom of Speech, How Free Can Religion Be?, and How 
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covering Bin laden
Global Media and the world’s Most wanted Man
EDITED By SUSAN JEFFORDS AND FAhED AL-SUMAIT

Paper, 978-0-252-08040-1. $30.00s  £19.99
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The Real cyber war
The Political Economy of Internet Freedom
ShAwN M. POwERS AND MIChAEL JABLONSKI

Paper, 978-0-252-08070-8. $25.00s  £15.99

Ebook, 978-0-252-09710-2.

cold war on the airwaves
The Radio Propaganda War against  
East Germany
NIcholaS J. SchloSSeR

battling for hearts and minds across the iron curtain

“This book is a little gem. With meticulous research, Nicholas 
Schlosser has recreated a fascinating slice of Cold War history.” 
—Nicholas J. Cull, author of The Cold war and the United States 
information Agency, 1945–1989

Founded as a counterweight to the communist broadcasters in 
East Germany, Radio in the American Sector (RIAS) became one 
of the most successful public information operations conducted 
against the Soviet Bloc. Cold war on the Airwaves examines the 
Berlin-based organization’s history and influence on the political 
worldview of the people—and government—on the other side of 
the Iron Curtain.

Nicholas J. Schlosser draws on broadcast transcripts, internal 
memoranda, listener letters, and surveys by the U.S. Information 
Agency to profile RIAS. Its mission: to undermine the German 
Democratic Republic with propaganda that, ironically, gained in 
potency by obeying the rules of objective journalism. Throughout, 
Schlosser examines the friction inherent in such a contradictory 
project and propaganda’s role in shaping political culture. He 
also portrays how RIAS’s primarily German staff influenced its 
outlook and how the organization both competed against its rivals 
in the GDR and pushed communist officials to alter their methods 
in order to keep listeners.

From the occupation of Berlin through the airlift to the construc-
tion of the Berlin Wall, Cold war on the Airwaves offers an 
absorbing view of how public diplomacy played out at a flashpoint 
of East-West tension

NIcholaS J. SchloSSeR is a historian at the U.S. Army Center of 

Military history. he is the coeditor of Counterinsurgency Leader-

ship in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Beyond.
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hARDCOvER, 978-0-252-03969-0. $50.00x  £33.00

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09778-2.
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the Return of the 
neighborhood as an  
urban Strategy
edITed By MIchael a. PagaNo

the neighborhood as the focal point for 
metro growth and revitalization

“Connecting the history of urban renewal policy to the 
the present debates on immigration, school closings, and 
economic mobility, The Return of the Neighborhood 
as an Urban Strategy provides compelling evidence on 
why neighborhoods are at the center of urban policy 
solutions.” 
—Susana L. Vasquez, Executive Director, Local Initia-
tives Support Corporation Chicago

In this new volume, Michael A. Pagano curates essays 
focusing on the neighborhood’s role in urban policy solu-
tions. The topics focus on sustainable capital and societal 
investments in people and firms at the neighborhood 
level. Proposed solutions cover a range of possibilities for 
enhancing the quality of life for individuals, households 
and neighborhoods. These include microenterprises and 
factories, social spaces and private facilities, affordable 
housing and gated communities, and neighborhood public 
education and cooperative, charter, and private schools. 
Together the essays reveal not just a road to success but 
a deep truth: the greater the city, the more important its 
neighborhoods and their distinctions.

Contributors: Andy Clarno, Teresa Córdova, Nilda 
Flores-González, Pedro A. Noguera, Alice O’Connor, 
Mary Pattillo, Janet Smith, Nik Theodore, Elizabeth S. 
Todd-Breland, Stephanie Truchan, and Rachel Weber.

MIchael a. PagaNo is dean of the College of Urban 

Planning and Public Affairs and professor of public ad-

ministration at the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC). 

he is a fellow of the National Academy of Public Admin-

istration, faculty fellow of UIC’s Great Cities Institute, and 

editor of Metropolitan Resistance in a Time of Economic 

Turmoil and Technology and the Resilience of Metropoli-

tan Regions.

A volume in the series The Urban Agenda

NoveMBeR

208 PAGES. 6 x 9 INChES

1 ChART, 5 TABLES

hARDCOvER, 978-0-252-03989-8. $85.00x  £55.00

PAPER, 978-0-252-08141-5. $20.00x  £12.99

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09802-4.

NEw iN PAPERBACk

Synergicity
Reinventing the Postindustrial City
edITed By PaUl haRdIN kaPP aNd 
PaUl J. aRMSTRoNg

how to transform Rust belt cities into vibrant 
urban centers

“A neat and clear 
attempt to pull some 
wildly popular 
ideas together 
under one roof and 
apply them to a 
rather understudied 
subject: medium-
sized postindustrial 
Midwestern cities. 
Along with scores of 
beautiful images, the book succeeds in that mission and is a 
pleasure to recommend.” 
—Geographical Review

Presenting contributions from the realms of historic preser-
vation, sustainability, ecological urbanism, and the innova-
tion economy, Paul Hardin Kapp and Paul J. Armstrong 
advance a holistic vision of urbanism, architectural design, 
and urban revitalization for twenty-first-century America.

SynergiCity argues that Rust Belt cities like Detroit, St. Louis, 
and Peoria must undergo a difficult transition in order to once 
again become globally competitive. Environmentally and 
economically sustainable restoration of industrial areas and 
warehouse districts for commercial, research, light industrial, 
and residential uses makes such revitalization not only pos-
sible, but desirable.

Contributors: Paul J. Armstrong, Donald K. Carter, Lynne 
M. Dearborn, Norman W. Garrick, Mark L. Gillem, Robert 
Greenstreet, Craig Harlan Hullinger, Paul Hardin Kapp, 
Ray Lees, Emil Malizia, John O. Norquist, Christine Scott 
Thomson, and James H. Wasley.

PaUl haRdIN kaPP is the author of The Architectural Odys-

sey of William Nichols: Building the South in North Carolina, 

Alabama, and Mississippi. PaUl J. aRMSTRoNg curated the 

exhibit “Space, Movement, and Light” at Space Gallery in 

Chicago. Both are associate professors of architecture at the 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
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224 PAGES. 11 x 9.5 INChES

16 COLOR PhOTOGRAPhS, 54 BLACK & whITE PhOTOGRAPhS,  

9 LINE DRAwINGS, 2 MAPS, 5 ChARTS, 9 TABLES

PAPER, 978-0-252-08127-9. $35.00s  £22.99

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09393-7.
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christmas in illinois
edITed By JaMeS Ballowe

two centuries of holiday memories in the 
Prairie State

“A marvelous book that 
would be right at home 
under anyone’s Christ-
mas tree.” 
—Rick Kogan, Chicago 
Tribune columnist and 
WGN radio host

“Christmas seems to 
have been always with 
us. It is that time of year 
when we expect good 
cheer and goodwill, a 
moment’s respite from 
the year’s vicissitudes, solace during difficult times,” 
writes James Ballowe in his introduction to Christmas 
in illinois. Ballowe draws on tales, poems, news reports, 
memoirs, recipes, and images to reveal time-honored 
holiday customs and recover indelible memories lived 
from Galena to Cairo—the parades and the turkey 
shoots, the letters to Santa and the yuletide sleigh 
wrecks, the words of poets and prophets, and times both 
good and bad.

JaMeS Ballowe is Distinguished Professor Emeritus of 

English at Bradley University. he is the author of A Man of 

Salt and Trees: The Life of Joy Morton.
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Mary lincoln’s insanity case
A Documentary History
JaSoN eMeRSoN

a comprehensive reappraisal of Mary lincoln’s 
mental state

“An impressive array of mate-
rial, arranged chronologically, 
stemming from the insanity trial, 
including private correspon-
dence, progress reports from 
Lincoln’s attending physician at 
the Bellevue Place Sanitarium, 
newspaper articles, diaries, and 
interviews. This is an essential 
resource for anyone interested in 
the Lincoln family.” 
—Register of the Kentucky 
Historical Society

In 1875, Mary Lincoln, the widow of the revered late 
president, was committed to an insane asylum by her son, 
Robert. The trial that preceded her internment riveted the 
nation. Jason Emerson lays out a documentary history of the 
former First Lady’s mental illness and insanity case, com-
piling more than one hundred letters, dozens of newspaper 
articles, editorials, and legal documents, and the daily patient 
progress reports from Bellevue Place Sanitarium during her 
incarceration. Emerson also collects multiple reminiscences, 
interviews, and diaries of people who knew Mary Lincoln 
or were involved in the case, including the recollection of a 
juror at the insanity trial. The result is a resource that provides 
scholars and history buffs alike with information crucial to 
understanding a vexing and still-controversial chapter in 
American history.

JaSoN eMeRSoN is an independent scholar living in Caze-

novia, New york. he is the author of The Madness of Mary 

Lincoln, Lincoln the Inventor, and Giant in the Shadows:  

The Life of Robert T. Lincoln.
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PAPER, 978-0-252-08126-2. $22.00s  £13.99

EBOOK, 978-0-252-09417-0.
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corrupt illinois
Patronage, Cronyism, and Criminality
ThOMAS J. GRADEL AND DICK SIMPSON

“Corrupt Illinois is the most comprehensive account 
of corruption in our state ever published. It proposes 
cures, which will take decades to implement fully, 
but which deserve our attention now.”—Governor 
Jim Edgar, from the foreword

288 pages. 6 x 9 inches.  
11 Black & white Photographs, 2 Line Drawings,  
1 Map, 4 Tables
Paper, 978-0-252-07855-2. $19.95  £12.99
Ebook, 978-0-252-09703-4.

the land of Milk and 
uncle honey
Memories from the Farm of My Youth
ALAN GUEBERT wITh  
MARy GRACE FOxwELL

“Alan Guebert is one of America’s finest writers on 
the workings and the politics of our food system. 
This book eloquently describes a rural way of life 
that’s been lost. But the values of that world— 
family, community, social justice, a respect for the 
land—are timeless.”—Eric Schlosser, author of 
Fast Food Nation

152 pages. 6 x 9 inches.  
24 Black & white Photographs.
Paper, 978-0-252-08094-4. $17.95  £11.99
Ebook, 978-0-252-09748-5.

Midwest Maize
How Corn Shaped the U.S. Heartland
CyNThIA CLAMPITT

“A comprehensive, clear-eyed view of the plant that 
made America what it is today. The author’s focus 
on the Midwest provides both a fresh look and a 
splendid overview of the importance of this central 
region, not only in building our nation but also in 
establishing our place in the world’s agriculture 
and economy.”—Betty Fussell, author of The Story 
of Corn

304 pages. 6.125 x 9.25 inches.  
19 Black & white Photographs.
Paper, 978-0-252-08057-9. $19.95  £12.99
Ebook, 978-0-252-09687-7.

St. louis Rising
The French Regime of 
Louis St. Ange de Bellerive
CARL J. EKBERG AND ShARON K. PERSON

“Ekberg and Person have mined new archival 
sources to excavate the social, cultural, and 
economic development of the Illinois Country in 
the eighteenth century. This book is a great present 
to the city on its 250th birthday, and is a signal 
contribution to the colonial history of the Mis-
sissippi River valley.”—Stephen Aron, author of 
American Confluence: The Missouri Frontier from 
Borderland to Border State

360 pages. 6.125 x 9.25 inches. 18 Color Photographs, 
23 Black & white Photographs, 8 Maps
Paper, 978-0-252-08061-5. $29.00s  £18.99
Ebook, 978-0-252-09693-8.

Feminist writings
Simone de Beauvoir
EDITED By MARGARET A. SIMONS AND 
MARyBETh TIMMERMANN
Foreword by Sylvie Le Bon de Beauvoir

“For anyone interested in Beauvoir or the founda-
tions of twentieth-century feminist thought, 
research is imperiled without a perusal of this 
book.”—Lewis R. Gordon, Professor of Philosophy 
and Africana Studies, University of Connecticut

328 pages. 6 x 9 inches. 
hardcover, 978-0-252-03900-3. $45.00s  £29.00
Ebook, 978-0-252-09717-1.

a city called heaven
Chicago and the Birth of Gospel Music
ROBERT M. MAROvICh

“Marovich colorfully shares the blood and sweat, 
as well as the feuds and collaborations that 
worked hand in hand to birth this stunning and 
uniquely American music known as gospel. It’s 
a book worth a loud, boisterous, and affirmative 
shout!”—Bil Carpenter, author of Uncloudy Days: 
The Gospel Music Encyclopedia

488 pages. 6.125 x 9.25 inches.  
44 Black & white Photographs 
Paper, 978-0-252-08069-2. $29.95  £19.99 
Ebook, 978-0-252-09708-9.
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coming on Strong
Gender and Sexuality in  
Women’s Sport
Second Edition
SUSAN K. CAhN

“The single best history of American women’s 
sports ever written.”—Contemporary Sociology

432 pages. 6.125 x 9.25 inches.  
26 Black & white Photographs.
Paper, 978-0-252-08064-7. $25.00x  £15.99
Ebook, 978-0-252-09752-2.

Mushrooms of the 
Midwest
MIChAEL KUO AND ANDREw S. METhvEN

“Anyone studying fungi will appreciate this large 
collection of species documented in a single 
volume. Mushrooms of the Midwest is a significant 
contribution.”—Joe McFarland, coauthor of Ed-
ible wild Mushrooms of illinois and Surrounding 
States: A Field-to-kitchen Guide

440 pages. 8 x 10 inches. 833 Color Photographs,  
1 Line Drawing, 1 Map, 1 Checklist
Paper, 978-0-252-07976-4. $39.95  £25.99
Ebook, 978-0-252-09600-6.

digital depression
Information Technology and  
Economic Crisis
DAN SChILLER

“Far-reaching as an empirical study of contemporary 
political economy and far-sighted as a social-
scientific interpretation of a complex and 
contradictory reality. Extremely stimulating and 
important.”—Richard Maxwell, coauthor of 
Greening the Media

376 pages. 6 x 9 inches.
Paper, 978-0-252-08032-6. $28.00s  £17.99
Ebook, 978-0-252-09671-6.

Marvin Miller,  
baseball Revolutionary
ROBERT F. BURK

“Succeeds admirably in illuminating the evolution 
of Marvin Miller’s intellect as well as his soul, in 
placing Miller’s life in its historical context and in 
explaining how this frail man from Brooklyn with 
a bum arm was able to reshape the landscape of 
our national pastime.”—Andrew Zimbalist

352 pages. 6.125 x 9.25 inches.  
16 Black & white Photographs. 
hardcover, 978-0-252-03875-4. $35.00s  £22.99 
Ebook, 978-0-252-09670-9.

a Perfect Pint’s beer 
guide to the heartland
MIChAEL AGNEw

“As someone who has written about beer for over 
thirty years I can tell you that it is almost impos-
sible to write a book like this without falling into 
jargon or repetition of descriptions, and this author 
fell victim to neither. Research at its best.”—Peter 
LaFrance, author of Cooking & Eating with Beer

232 pages. 7 x 10 inches.  
174 Color Photographs, 12 maps
Paper, 978-0-252-07827-9. $24.95  £15.99
Ebook, 978-0-252-09358-6.

aia guide to chicago
American Institute of Architects 
Chicago
EDITED By ALICE SINKEvITCh AND  
LAURIE MCGOvERN PETERSEN

“A many-voiced celebration of the rich flavors 
of Chicago architecture, the delights on the side 
streets as well as the landmarks that make the his-
tory books.”—Chicago Sun-Times

568 pages. 5 x 10 inches. 
458 Black & white Photographs, 34 Maps, 1 Chart, 
1 Table 
Paper, 978-0-252-07984-9. $34.95  £22.99 
Ebook, 978-0-252-09613-6.
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local People
The Struggle for Civil Rights in Mississippi
JOhN DITTMER
Paper, 978-0-252-06507-1. $28.00x  £17.99

Thunder Below!
The USS *Barb* Revolutionizes Submarine 
Warfare in World War II
ADMIRAL EUGENE B. FLUCKEy
Paper, 978-0-252-06670-2. $22.95  £14.99
Ebook, 978-0-252-09744-7.

The Mathematical Theory of  
communication
CLAUDE E. ShANNON AND  
wARREN wEAvER
Paper, 978-0-252-72548-7. $25.00x  £15.99
Ebook, 978-0-252-09803-1.

Spoon River anthology
An Annotated Edition
EDGAR LEE MASTERS
Edited and with an introduction by John 
E. Hallwas
Paper, 978-0-252-06363-3. $15.95  £9.99

carthage conspiracy
The Trial of the Accused Assassins of 
Joseph Smith
DALLIN h. OAKS AND MARvIN S. hILL
Paper, 978-0-252-00762-0. $19.95lT  £12.99

Four Theories of the Press
The Authoritarian, Libertarian, Social 
Responsibility, and Soviet Communist 
Concepts of What the Press Should Be 
and Do
FREDRICK S. SIEBERT, ThEODORE 
PETERSON, AND wILBUR SChRAMM
Paper, 978-0-252-72421-3. $21.00x  £13.99

The Beautiful Music all around Us
Field Recordings and the American 
Experience 
STEPhEN wADE
Paper, 978-0-252-08091-3. $20.00s  £12.99
Ebook, 978-0-252-09400-2.

Black hawk
An Autobiography
BLACK hAwK
Edited by Donald Jackson
Paper, 978-0-252-72325-4. $16.95  £10.99

Seed of Sarah
Memoirs of a Survivor
Second Edition
JUDITh MAGyAR ISAACSON
Paper, 978-0-252-06219-3. $20.95  £13.99

Rocky Marciano
The Rock of His Times
RUSSELL SULLIvAN
Paper, 978-0-252-07262-8. $20.95  £13.99

The war of 1812
A Forgotten Conflict
DONALD R. hICKEy
Bicentennial Edition
Paper, 978-0-252-07837-8. $24.95  £15.99
Ebook, 978-0-252-09373-9.

overshoot
The Ecological Basis of Revolutionary 
Change
wILLIAM R. CATTON, JR.
Paper, 978-0-252-00988-4. $28.00x  £17.99
Ebook, 978-0-252-09800-0.
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Man, Play and games
ROGER CAILLOIS
Translated from the French by Meyer Barash
Paper, 978-0-252-07033-4. $25.00x  £15.99

chicago River Bridges
PATRICK T. MCBRIARTy
hardcover, 978-0-252-03786-3. $44.95  £29.00
Ebook, 978-0-252-09725-6.

The life of P. T. Barnum,  
written by himself
PhINEAS T. BARNUM
Paper, 978-0-252-06902-4. $17.95  £11.99

Spirits of Just Men
Mountaineers, Liquor Bosses, and 
Lawmen in the Moonshine Capital of 
the World
ChARLES D. ThOMPSON JR.
Paper, 978-0-252-07808-8. $23.95  £15.99
Ebook, 978-0-252-09526-9.

where did our love go?
The Rise and Fall of the Motown Sound
NELSON GEORGE
Foreword by Quincy Jones, Introduction by 
Robert Christgau
Paper, 978-0-252-07498-1. $26.95  £17.99

No Better Place to die
The Battle of Stones River
PETER COzzENS
Paper, 978-0-252-06229-2. $19.95  £12.99

Bloody williamson
A Chapter in American Lawlessness
PAUL M. ANGLE
Introduction by John Y. Simon
Paper, 978-0-252-06233-9. $20.95  £13.99

The art of war in the  
western world
ARChER JONES
Illustrated by Jerry A. Vanderline
Paper, 978-0-252-06966-6. $30.95  £19.99

The Book of Mormon
A Reader’s Edition
EDITED By GRANT hARDy
Paper, 978-0-252-07341-0. $26.95  £17.99
Ebook, 978-0-252-09388-3.

chicagoscapes
LARRy KANFER wITh ALAINA KANFER
hardcover, 978-0-252-03499-2. $34.95  
£22.99

chicago Skyscrapers, 1871-1934
ThOMAS LESLIE
hardcover, 978-0-252-03754-2. $39.95  £25.99
Ebook, 978-0-252-09479-8.
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Journal of Sport History

  Journal of Civil and Human Rights

Journal of Appalachian Studies

SHAUNNA SCOTT, EDITOR

The Journal of Appalachian Studies (JAS) is refereed and published on behalf of 

the Appalachian Studies Association (ASA) with support from Marshall Uni-

versity. It is the offi cial journal of the ASA, a multi-disciplinary organization for 

scholars, teachers, activists, and others whose work focuses on the Appalachian 

region. The Journal of Appalachian Studies supersedes earlier publications of 

the ASA, including Proceedings of the Annual Appalachian Studies Conference 
and the Journal of the Appalachian Studies Association. The Journal publishes 

articles of interest to scholarship pertaining to Appalachia, especially but not lim-

ited to culture, ethnographic research, health, literature, land use, and indigenous 

groups.

Institutions: 1 Year 

NASSH Membership, Print Journal Only   $150.00

NASSH Membership, Electronic Journal Only   $200.00 

NASSH Membership, Print + Electronic Journal   $275.00 

 Individuals: 1 Year Institutions: 1 Year

 Print Only $30.00 Print Only $70.00

 Electronic Only $30.00 Electronic Only $70.00

 Print +Electronic $40.00 Print + Electronic $90.00 

Individual ASA Membership: 1 Year Institutional Subscription: 1 Year 

Print + Electronic $100.00 Print Only  $70.00

 Electronic Only $85.00 

 Print + Electronic $105.00 

NEW JOURNAL

MURRAY PHILLIPS, EDITOR

The Journal of Sport History (JSH) seeks to promote the study of all aspects 

of the history of sport. We invite the submission of scholarly articles, research 

notes, documents, and commentary; interview articles and book reviews are 

assigned by the Editor. Potential contributors are urged to consult recent is-

sues of the JSH for examples of the format of these various contributions.

Journal of Sport History is published on behalf of the North American 

Society for Sport History. Individual memberships are fullfi lled by NASSH.
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NEW JOURNAL

MICHAEL EZRA, EDITOR

The Journal of Civil and Human Rights (JCHR) is a peer-reviewed, interdis-

ciplinary, academic journal dedicated to studying modern U.S.-based social 

justice movements and freedom struggles, including transnational ones, and 

their antecedents, infl uence, and legacies. The Journal features research-based 

articles, interviews, editorials, and reviews of books, fi lms, museum exhibits, 

and web sites.

JCHR is published with the support of Sonoma State University
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J O U R N A L S

Journal of American Folklore

American Journal of Psychology

Feminist Teacher

Individuals: 1 Year  Institutions: 1 Year

Print Only $45.00  Print Only $122.00 

Electronic Only $45.00  Electronic Only $122.00 

Print + Electronic $50.00  Print + Electronic $134.00 

Individual memberships are fulfi lled through the American Folklore Society

Institutions: 1 Year 
     

Print Only  $143.00 

Electronic Only  $143.00     

Print + Electronic  $180.00 

 Individuals: 1 Year Institutions: 1 Year
   

 Print Only $74.00  Print Only $284.00
  

 Electronic Only $74.00 Electronic Only $284.00
  

 Print + Electronic $81.00  Print + Electronic $313.00   

ERIKA BRADY AND ANN K. FERRELL, EDITORS

Journal of American Folklore, the quarterly journal of the American Folklore 
Society since the Society’s founding in 1888, publishes scholarly articles, essays, 
notes, and commentaries directed to a wide audience, as well as separate sections 

devoted to reviews of books, exhibitions and events, sound recordings, fi lm and 
videotapes, and to obituaries. The contents of the Journal refl ect a wide range 

of professional concerns and theoretical orientations. Articles present signifi cant 
research fi ndings and theoretical analyses from folklore and related fi elds. Essays 

are interpretive, speculative, or polemic.

ROBERT W. PROCTOR, EDITOR

The American Journal of Psychology (AJP) was founded in 1887 by 

G. Stanley Hall and was edited in its early years by Titchener, Boing,and 

Dalenbach. The Journal has published some of the most innovative

and formative papers in psychology throughout its history. AJP explores the 

science of the mind and behavior, publishing reports of original research in 

experimental psychology, theoretical presentations, combined theoretical 

and experimental analyses, historical commentaries, and in-depth reviews of 

signifi cant books.
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GAIL E. COHEE, THERESA D. KEMP, MONICA BARRON, WENDY GUNTHER-

CANADA, HEATHER LAINE TALLEY, SANDRA RUNZO, EDITORS

Feminist Teacher (FT) provides discussions of such topics as multiculturalism, 

interdisciplinarity, and distance education within a feminist context. FT serves 

as a medium in which educators can describe strategies that have worked in 

their classrooms, institutions, or non-traditional settings; theorize about suc-

cesses or failures; discuss the current place of feminist pedagogies and teachers 

in classrooms and institutions; and reveal the rich variety of feminist pedagogi-

cal approaches.
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Public Affairs

Quarterly

NICHOLAS RESCHER, 

EDITOR

Public Affairs Quarterly 

(PAQ) is devoted to current 

issues in social and political 

philosophy. It specializes in 

contributions that examine 

matters on the current agenda 

of public policy in light of 

philosophical refl ections 

and assessments. The journal offers tightly focused 

philosophical case studies of particular issues in such 

areas as—social and economic justice; public welfare; 

individual entitlements, rights, and duties; inheritance, 

taxation, and distributive justice in general; population 

policy, abortion, and euthanasia; environmental prob-

lems; science policy; the social and political status of 

women, senior citizens, minorities, and other social 

groups; arms control, war, and deterrence; loyalty, 

duty, and patriotism; ethical issues in medicine, busi-

ness, and the professions; criminality, criminal justice, 

and punishment; and similar topics.

PAQ is published by the University of Illinois Press on 

behalf of North American Philosophical Publications.

History of 

Philosophy 

Quarterly

RICHARD C. TAYLOR, 

EDITOR

History of Philosophy 
Quarterly (HPQ) special-

izes in papers that cultivate 

philosophical history with a 

strong interaction between 

contemporary and histori-

cal concerns. Contributors regard work in the history 

of philosophy and in philosophy itself as parts of a 

seamless whole, treating the work of past philosophers 

not only in terms of historical inquiry, but also as a 

means of dealing with issues of ongoing philosophical 

concern. The journal favors the approach to philosophi-

cal history, increasingly prominent in recent years, that 

refuses to see the boundary between philosophy and its 

history as an impassable barrier.

HPQ is published by the University of Illinois Press on 
behalf of North American Philosophical Publications. 

History of the 

Present

JOAN W. SCOTT,  

ANDREW AISENBERG, 

BRIAN CONNOLLY, 

BEN KAFKA, 

SYLVIA SCHAFER, 

MRINALINI SINHA, 

EDITORS

History of the Present is a 

journal devoted to history as 

a critical endeavor. Its aim is 

twofold: to create a space in which scholars can refl ect 

on the role history plays in establishing categories of 

contemporary debate by making them appear inevi-

table, natural, or culturally necessary; and to publish 

work that calls into question certainties about the 

relationship between past and present that are taken 

for granted by the majority of practicing historians.

American 

Philosophical 

Quarterly

JOHN GRECO, EDITOR

Since its inauguration in 

1964, the American Philo-
sophical Quarterly (APQ) 

has established itself as one 

of the principal English ve-

hicles for the publication of 

scholarly work in philoso-

phy. The whole of each issue—printed in a large-page, 

double-column format—is given to substantial articles; 

from time to time there are also “state of the art” sur-

veys of recent work on particular topics. The editorial 

policy is to publish work of high quality, regardless of 

the school of thought from which it derives.

APQ is published by the University of Illinois Press on 

behalf of North American Philosophical Publications. 
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The Pluralist

ROGER WARD, EDITOR

The Pluralist is a peer-

reviewed journal dedicated 

to advancing the ends of 

philosophical thought and 

dialogue in all widely used 

philosophical methodolo-

gies, including non-Western 

methods and those of tradi-

tional cultures. The journal 

upholds the Socratic dictum 

of self-knowledge and the love of wisdom as the 

purpose of philosophy. It seeks to express philo-

sophical insights and concerns humanely and with 

an eye to literary as well as philosophical excellence, 

but technical papers are welcome. The Pluralist is a 

forum for discussion of diverse philosophical stand-

points and pluralism’s merits. 

The Pluralist is the offi cial journal of the Society for 

the Advancement of American Philosophy. 

American Journal 

of Theology and 

Philosophy

MICHAEL S. HOGUE, EDITOR

Offi cial publication of the In-

stitute for American Religious 

and Philosophical Thought

The American Journal of 
Theology & Philosophy is a 

scholarly journal dedicated 

to the creative interchange of 

ideas between theologians and philosophers on some 

of the most critical intellectual and ethical issues of our 

time. Exceptional scholars, such as Gordon Kaufman, 

John Cobb, Rosemary Radford Ruether, Holmes Rolston 

III, Robert Neville, Delwin Brown, Wentzel van Huyss-

teen, Richard Rorty, Nancy Frankenberry, William Dean, 

Richard Bernstein, Nancy Howell, Daniel Dombrowski, 

Edward Farley, Victor Anderson, and Linell Cady, have 

challenged us to think in completely new ways about 

topics that include public theology and American culture, 

religion and science, ecological spirituality, feminist 

cosmology and ethics, problems in religious pluralism 

and inter-disciplinarity, process thought, metaphysical 

theology, postmodern thought, the viability of historical 

and contemporary concepts of God, American religious 

empiricism and pragmatism, creative democracy, and the 

nature and truth-value of religious language.

Journal of 

Animal Ethics

ANDREW LINZEY AND 

PRISCILLA N. COHN, 

EDITORS

The Journal of Animal 
Ethics is the fi rst named 

journal of animal ethics 

in the world. It is devoted 

to the exploration of 

progressive thought 

about animals. It is 

multidisciplinary in nature and international in 

scope. It covers theoretical and applied aspects of 

animal ethics—of interest to academics from the 

humanities and the sciences, as well as professionals 

working in the fi eld of animal protection. 

The Journal is published by the University of Illi-

nois Press in partnership with the Ferrater Mora Ox-

ford Centre for Animal Ethics. The aim of the Centre 

is to pioneer ethical perspectives on animals through 

academic research, teaching, and publication.

American Literary 

Realism

GARY SCHARNHORST, 

EDITOR

For nearly fi fty years, Ameri-
can Literary Realism has 

brought readers critical essays 

on American literature from 

the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries. The whole 

panorama of great authors from 

this key transition period in 

American literary history, including Henry James, Edith 

Wharton, Mark Twain, and many others, is discussed in 

articles, book reviews, critical essays, bibliographies, 

documents, and notes on all related topics. Each issue 

is also a valuable bibliographic resource. Recent issues 

have included essays on Jack London and Charlotte 

Perkins Gilman.
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Journal of 

Education 

Finance

KERN ALEXANDER, EDITOR

The Journal of Education 
Finance is recognized as 

one of the leading journals 

in the fi eld of funding public 

schools. Each issue brings 

original research and analy-

sis on issues such as educa-

tion reform, judicial intervention in fi nance, school/

social agency linkages, tax limitation measures, and 

factors infl uencing teacher salaries.

Bulletin of 

the Council 

for Research 

in Music 

Education

JANET R. BARRETT, 

EDITOR

The Bulletin of the Coun-
cil for Research in Music 
Education provides a forum 

where contemporary research is made accessible to all 

with interest in music education. The Bulletin contains 

current research, and reviews of interest to the interna-

tional music education profession. 

The Bulletin of the Council for Research in Music 
Education provides an outlet for scholarly publication 

and is one of music education’s leading publications.

The Bulletin is published on behalf of the School of 

Music, Univeristy of Illinois at Champaign Urbana. 

The Journal of 

Aesthetic 

Education

PRADEEP DHILLON, 

EDITOR

The Journal of Aesthetic 
Education (JAE) is a highly 

respected interdisciplinary 

journal that focuses on clari-

fying the issues of aesthetic 

education understood in its 

most extensive meaning. The Journal thus welcomes 

articles on philosophical aesthetics and education, to 

problem areas in education critical to arts and humani-

ties at all institutional levels; to an understanding of 

the aesthetic import of the new communications media 

and environmental aesthetics; and to an understanding 

of the aesthetic character of humanistic disciplines. 

The Journal is a valuable resource not only to edu-

cators, but also to philosophers, art critics and art 

historians.

Visual Arts 

Research

TYLER DENMEAD, LAURA 

HETRICK, AND JORGE 

LUCERO, EDITORS

Visual Arts Research (VAR) 

provides a forum for historical, 

critical, cultural, psychologi-

cal, educational and concep-

tual research in visual arts and 

aesthetic education. Unusual 

in its length and breadth, VAR 

typically publishes 9 to 12 scholarly papers per issue

and remains committed to its original mission to 

provide a venue for both longstanding research ques-

tions and traditions alongside emerging interests and 

methodologies.

Journal of Film 

and Video

STEPHEN TROPIANO, 

EDITOR

The Journal of Film and 
Video, an internationally 

respected forum, focuses on 

scholarship in the fi elds of 

fi lm and video production, 

history, theory, criticism, and 

aesthetics. Article features 

include fi lm and related 

media, problems of education in these fi elds, and the 

function of fi lm and video in society. The Journal 
does not ascribe to any specifi c method but expect 

articles to shed light on the views and teaching of the 

production and study of fi lm and video.

The Journal of Film and Video is the offi cial publica-

tion of the University Film & Video Association. 
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Black Music 

Research 

Journal

GAYLE MURCHISON, 

EDITOR

Begun in 1980, Black Music 
Research Journal is pub-

lished in the spring and fall 

of each year and includes 

articles about the philoso-

phy, aesthetics, history, and 

criticism of black music. BMRJ is an offi cial journal 

of the Center for Black Music Research and is avail-

able by subscription and as a benefi t of membership 

with CBMR.

American Music

MICHAEL PISANI, EDITOR

American Music is the fi rst 

journal that was devoted ex-

clusively to American music 

and the wide-ranging scope 

implied by its title. Articles 

cover a rich array of compos-

ers, performers, publishers, 

institutions, performing 

traditions, and events. Recent 

essay topics have included: 

disability in Carlisle Floyd’s Of Mice and Men; hip 

hop sampling of jazz; harpsichord kits; music in the 

Appalachian mountaintop removal mining debate; 

Mychael Danna’s score for The Sweet Hereafter; 

funeral music in the South; David Tudor and the 

bandoneon; and music in stagings of Tennessee Wil-

liams’s A Streetcar Named Desire. The journal also 

includes reviews of books, recordings, fi lms, websites, 

and concerts.

Music and the 

Moving Image

GILLIAN B. ANDERSON 

AND RONALD H. SADOFF, 

EDITORS

Music and the Moving 
Image is dedicated to the 

relationship between the 

entire universe of music and 

moving images (fi lm, televi-

sion, music videos, computer 

games, performance art, and 

web-based media).

Ethnomusicology

ELLEN KOSKOFF, EDITOR

Ethnomusicology is the 

premier publication in the 

fi eld. Its scholarly articles 

represent current theoretical 

perspectives and research 

in ethnomusicology and 

related fi elds, while playing 

a central role in expand-

ing the discipline in the 

United States and abroad. 

As the offi cial journal of the 

Society for Ethnomusicol-

ogy, Ethnomusicology is aimed at a diverse audience 

of musicologists, anthropologists, folklorists, cultural 

studies scholars, musicians, and others. This inclusive 

journal also features book, recording, fi lm, video, and 

multimedia reviews. Peer-reviewed by the Society’s 

international membership, Ethnomusicology has been 

published three times a year since the 1950s.

Journal for the Anthropological 

Study of Human Movement
DRID WILLIAMS AND 
BRENDA FARNELL, 

EDITORS

Now in an online-only 

format, the Journal for 
the Anthropological Study 
of Human Movement 
presents current research 

and stimulates discussion 

of ideas and issues that arise from a study of human 

movement within the framework of anthropological 

enquiry. Recognizing that there are overlaps between 

the concerns of this fi eld and those of other human 

and social sciences, such as philosophy, linguistics, 

sociology and psychology, we encourage contributions 

from members of other disciplines who are interested 

in movement as a world-wide, and particularly human, 

phenomenon.
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Journal of 

American Ethnic 

History

JOHN BUKOWCZYK, 

EDITOR

The offi cial journal of the 

Immigration & Ethnic His-

tory Society 

The Journal of American 
Ethnic History (JAEH) ad-

dresses various aspects of 

American immigration and ethnic history, including 

background of emigration, ethnic and racial groups, 

Native Americans, race and ethnic relations, immigra-

tion policies, and the processes of incorporation, inte-

gration, and acculturation. Each issue contains articles, 

review essays, and single book reviews. The Journal 
also features occasional scholarly forums, “Research 

Comments” (short essays that furnish important 

information for the fi eld, a guide to further research, 

or other signifi cant historical items that will stimulate 

discussion and inquiry), and “Teaching and Outreach” 

essays which focus on innovative teaching methods or 

outreach efforts. The Journal also publishes special 

issues grouping articles and essays on particular or 

specifi c topics or themes.

Journal of the 

Abraham Lincoln 

Association

CHRISTIAN McWHIRTER, 

EDITOR

“The Journal of the Abraham 
Lincoln Association is the 

most important periodical in 

the fi eld of Lincoln studies. 

As a Lincoln biographer, I 

rely on it heavily for both 

ideas and information.”— David Herbert Donald, 

Harvard University

The Journal of the Abraham Lincoln Association 
(JALA) is the only journal devoted exclusively to 

Lincoln scholarship. In addition to selected scholarly 

articles—on Lincoln in the popular media, for exam-

ple, or British reactions to the War— the Journal also 

features photographs and newly discovered Lincoln 

letters and documents. 

JALA is the offi cial journal of the Abraham Lincoln 

Association. 

Scandinavian 

Studies

SUSAN BRANTLY, EDITOR

Scandinavian Studies, offi -

cial journal of the Society for 

the Advancement of Scandi-

navian Study, focuses on the 

languages, cultures, and his-

tories of the Nordic region, 

including the countries of 

Denmark, Finland, Iceland, 

Norway, and Sweden. It is an interdisciplinary journal 

spanning work in the humanities and social sciences, 

and as such serves as an outlet for original research 

in the languages, literatures, histories, cultures, and 

societies of the region, ranging from medieval to con-

temporary times.

The Polish 

Review

NEAL PEASE, EDITOR

The Polish Review, a multi-

disciplinary, peer-reviewed 

scholarly quarterly devoted 

to Polish topics, is the of-

fi cial journal of The Polish 

Institute of Arts and Sci-

ences of America. The work 

of authors such as Czesław 

Miłosz, Stanisław Baraczak, 

Oskar Halecki, and Zbigniew Brzezinski, among oth-

ers, has graced its pages. Articles on Polish history, 

literature, art, sociology, political science, and other 

related topics fi ll the pages of each issue, along with 

book reviews of signifi cant publications.

Polish American 

Studies

ANNA JAROSZYNSKA-

KIRCHMANN, EDITOR

Polish American Studies is the 

Polish American Historical 

Association’s interdisciplinary, 

double-blind refereed 

scholarly journal. The editors 

welcome scholarship includ-

ing articles, edited documents, 

bibliographies and related ma-

terials dealing with all aspects of the history and culture 

of Poles in the Western Hemisphere. They particularly 

welcome contributions that place the Polish experience 

in historical and comparative perspective by examining 

its relationship to other ethnic experiences.
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Journal of 

English and 

Germanic 

Philology

CHARLES D. WRIGHT, 

MARTIN CAMARGO, AND 

KIRSTEN WOLF, EDITORS

JEGP focuses on Northern

European literatures of 

the Middle Ages, covering 

Medieval English, Germanic, 

and Celtic Studies. The word “medieval” potentially 

encompasses the earliest Germanic and Celtic texts; 

the vernacular and Latin literatures of the Middle Ages 

in Britain, Ireland, Germany, and Scandinavia; and 

any continuities and transitions linking the literatures 

of the medieval and post-medieval eras, including 

modern “medievalisms” and the history of medieval 

literary scholarship. 

Journal of the 

Illinois State 

Historical 

Society

MARK HUBBARD, EDITOR

Offi cial journal of the 

Illinois State Historical 

Society

The Journal of the Illinois 
State Historical Society, 

established in 1908, is the scholarly publication of the 

Illinois State Historical Society, a statewide non-profi t 

organization dedicated to preserving, promoting, and 

publishing the latest research about the Prairie State. 

The peer-reviewed Journal welcomes articles, essays, 

and documents about history, literature, art technol-

ogy, law, and other subjects related to Illinois and the 

Midwest.

Illinois Classical 

Studies

ANTONIOS AUGOUSTAKIS, 

EDITOR

Illinois Classical Studies was 

founded in 1976 by Miro-

slav Marcovich, Head of the 

Department of the Classics 

(1973–77) at the Univer-

sity of Illinois. Professor 

Marcovich served as editor 

from 1976–82 and 1988–92. 

Professors J. K. Newman (1983–87), David Sansone 

(1992–2000), Gerald M. Browne (2001–2003), and 

Danuta Shanzer (2004–2011) were subsequent editors 

of the journal. 

ICS publishes original research on a variety of top-

ics related to the Classics, in all areas of Classical 

Philology and its ancillary disciplines, such as Greek 

and Latin literature, history, archaeology, epigraphy, 

papyrology, patristics, the history of Classical scholar-

ship, and the reception of Classics in the Middle Ages, 

the Renaissance, and beyond. ICS also has published 

thematic volumes on topics such as Greek Philosophy, 

Euripidean tragedy, Latin poetry, and Byzantium.

Women, Gender, 

and Families of 

Color

JENNIFER F. HAMER, 

EDITOR

Women, Gender, and 
Families of Color is a 

multidisciplinary journal 

that centers on the study of 

Black, Latina, Indigenous, 

and Asian American women, 

gender, and families. Within this framework, the 

journal encourages theoretical and empirical research 

from history, the social and behavioral sciences, and 

humanities including comparative and transnational 

research, and analyses of domestic social, political, 

economic, and cultural policies and practices within 

the United States.

Consult our website for journal subscriptions, submission guidelines, requests for back issues, 
and questions regarding advertising: www.press.uillinois.edu/journals
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PUBLISH YOUR JOURNAL WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS
The University of Illinois Press Journals program publishes over thirty humanities and social science journals for a 

variety of clients including scholarly and professional societies, academic departments, and research institutes. As a 

program, we take pride in our unparalleled experience, customer service, professionalism, and individual attention at 

all levels of the publishing process. 

BENEFITS OF PUBLISHING WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS
There are several benefi ts to publishing your journal with the University of Illinois Press: 

• We are a professional publishing partner with expertise in print and electronic publication, allowing your journal’s editor 

to focus less upon publication concerns and more upon obtaining high-quality scholarship for the journal.

• Partnering with us can free up valuable staff time so that you can focus on carrying out your organizational goals of 

retaining and increasing subscriber/member numbers, increasing visibility, increasing revenue, or organizing events.

• We provide you with accurate and transparent budgets and expenses, allowing you to focus on growing your organiza-

tion and/or carrying out your mission.

• Libraries feel secure subscribing to a journal that has the backing of a university press.

• We can handle all of your customer service and fulfi llment needs and even manage your membership database or 

mailing list through our state-of-the-art subscription management software.

• Subscribers/members can subscribe or renew via phone, mail, or the web using a variety of secure payment options.

• Journals benefi t from the exposure we provide through seasonal catalogs, conferences, the internet, marketing cam-

paigns, and other efforts.

• UIP journals are offered electronically through JSTOR’s Current Scholarship Program, a format that librarians and 

scholars agree is, perhaps, the most favored platform currently available.

• We work closely with JSTOR to raise awareness of your journal and market it to more than 7,000 institutions world-

wide. 

CONSIDER PUBLISHING WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS
The University of Illinois Press welcomes the opportunity to respond to your request for proposal (RFP). Our low 

overhead allows us to provide highly competitive rates for publishing services. When submitting an RPF for an exist-

ing publication, please provide the following information, where possible:

• The mission of the journal.

• Two copies of recent issues.

• Current circulation information broken down by individuals, institutions, students, domestic and non-U.S.

• A description of the current editorial arrangement, including copyediting, proofreading, budget, and other resources for 

the editorial offi ce.

• A description of editor rotation and process to fi nd a successor.

• Description of past and recent marketing efforts and samples.

• The timetable for the decision on the RFP.

• Details of fi nancial support the journal receives or will be available.

• A list of other journals in the fi eld of similar content.

• Description of current electronic publishing arrangements.

• Advertising rates, if applicable.

• A statement about what you or the organization hopes to achieve with the Press.

• A description of your future goals for the journal. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Clydette Wantland, Journals Manager

University of Illinois Press

1325 S. Oak St. 

Champaign, IL  61820

Tel: (217) 244-6496

Email: cwantlan@uillinois.edu
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